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State Planning Commission
PO Box 1815
ADELAIDE SA 5001
Via email : DIT.planningreformsubmissions@sa .gov.au

Dear Sir/Madam,

RE: Draft Planning and Design Code Consultation- Round Two
Thank you for the opportunity to review and respond to the current draft Planning and
Design Code (Code) released for community consultation on 4 November 2020 .
We also appreciate the releasing of the draft Code by Attorney-General's Department, State
Planning Commission and PlanSA for the whole community to see how their earlier
submissions have been addressed within the newly released Code .
In addition , the release also provides our community the opportunity to experience for
themselves the electronic platform of the Development Assessment Portal (DAP).
It is important to note that Council's response was predicated on a previous undertaking that
the transfer to the new Code would be on a 'like for like' basis from the current Development
Plan to the new Code . This has clearly not occurred .
Further, at its 8 'December 2020 meeting , Council considered its feedback to the current
round of consultation and resolved that:

1.

The recommendations contained in this report and Attachments 1 and 3 be approved
and submitted to the State Planning Commission as Council's formal response to the
current consultation on the draft Planning and Design Code; and

2.

The Administration continues to review the iterations of the Code as they are
released by the Attorney General's Department (AGO) and/or State Planning
Commission (SPC) and make recommendations that support a transition to the new
Planning and Design Code in a manner consistent with the current planning
legislation and the Development Plan to the closest extent possible (unless stated
otherwise in Council's submission).

The Council endorsed report and Attachments 1 (being a detailed consultation response)
and 3 of the report (being a letter from the Council Assessment Panel) together form
Council's submission to the current round of community consultation on the draft Code .
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In representing the needs of our community, Council is of the view that the following matters
remain of significant concern and require further review during your finalisation of the Code
as they do not currently meet our envisaged requirements:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Car Parking
Urban Greening and Urban Heat
Public Notification
Infill Policy
Application of Neighbourhood Zones
Urban Corridor Zones
Policy for Performance Assessed Applications

Yours sincerely

Michael S Coxon
Mayor
City of West Torrens

Attach.2

Angelo Catinari
Chief Executive Officer (Acting)
City of West Torrens

Draft Planning and Design Code
Community Consultation Round 2 and
Practice Direction (Site Contamination)
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City of West Torrens Response
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Preface
The City of West Torrens is an inner metropolitan council, located between the city and the sea with
approximately 37% of dwellings classed as medium or high density, compared to 26% for Greater
Adelaide (https://profile.id.com.au/west-torrens/dwellings?BMID=20). West Torrens faces a range
of complex planning issues due to competing demands such as pressure for increased infill
development while retaining the distinct identity of existing character and heritage suburbs and
places. It has the added complexity of also being in proximity to the State's major domestic and
international airport, and key transport corridors.
Almost 45% of the housing stock is 3 bedroom dwellings, however a trend toward smaller, more
dense and multi-storey development is occurring particularly in the Urban Corridor Zones.
Residential and Commercial activity has traditionally been separated in West Torrens, however
recent years has seen a trend toward mixed use development form.
Traditional large scale manufacturing has significantly declined in the last twenty years and parts of
the Council are opening up to more mixed use forms of development. With an emerging high-tech
manufacturing sector in proximity to the Adelaide CBD's key medical precinct, the suburbs of
Thebarton and Torrensville are ripe for a once in a generation evolution.
Council's strategic planning processes have identified several key factors that would ideally be
addressed and considered when assessing development applications in the region.
The factors include stormwater and flooding management (due to overland flows and our position
downstream of Brownhill and Keswick Creeks), urban heat island impacts, open space provision for
higher density living, ageing in place, on street car parking provision, minimising carbon output
through use of green infrastructure (trees for shade and solar panels/ passive orientation of
dwellings) and making provisions for waste management in multi-unit dwellings.
The response below delves into the aspects of the Draft Planning and Design Code that are of
particular relevance to West Torrens. The City of West Torrens is committed to being the best place
to live, work and enjoy life, and envisages that the following proposed amendments to the draft
Planning and Design Code will assist progress toward this vision.

1.0 West Torrens Specific Focus Issues
1.1 Public Notification
The public notification tables as consulted on in the initial round of consultation and subsequently
this current round have been fraught with errors and inconsistencies. The rules for application and
interpretation have changed and the most recent notification tables (as they are currently drafted in
the Code) display inconsistency of formatting, this affects the ability to meaningfully interpret what
may or may not require public notification.
It was intended that with the implementation of a new planning system that there would be
significant change to public notification, including:
•
•

what would and wouldn't be notified;
the reduction from two categories of public notification to one; and
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•

loss of third party appeal rights for representors

Because of these fundamental changes, the engagement requirements would be significantly
greater during policy formulation, in essence 'front loading' policy consultation. This was to include
identifying what would trigger public notification to ensure meaningful engagement with councils
and community on this subject. The intention was to enable less public notification of developments
during the development assessment process, as shown by the image below from the Department's
Community Engagement Plan.

Image 1: Community engagement in the planning system - extract from the Community Engagement
Charter
Adjacent v adjacent land
In the previous round of consultation, the Procedural Matters table referenced "adjacent Land"
which is a term defined in the Code. In the latest round of consultation, this term has been replaced
by the word adjacent. This term is not defined in the Code, Act or Regulations which means that in
accordance with the Rules of Interpretation, guidance is to be obtained from the dictionary which is
as follows:
"lying near, close, or contiguous; adjoining; neighbouring"
This appears to be too ambiguous and the lack of clarity means it is open to interpretation.
Considering that this interpretation means the difference between what is notified and what is not,
4

guidance has been requested on Council Connect. In the response, Council Administration was
advised that:
"…the situation would typically relate to properties that are contiguous or 'abut', each other,
however there may be cases where it may be reasonable for a relevant authority to slightly
differ from that approach (e.g. if there was a thin laneway or thin reserve located between
two properties, or the facts of the matter lent itself to calling the properties adjacent for
good reason)."
On review of the Procedural Matters, there seems to be a very narrow scope for what would trigger
notification and also narrower scope than those properties that would receive a letter if the event
notification is triggered. This is because the Practice Direction 3 - Public Notification states that
'Adjacent Land' (as defined) should receive a letter.
The diagram below demonstrates that while the dwellings across the road would not trigger public
notification (as they are not across a thin reserve or laneway), all the starred properties would
receive a letter if the proposal exceeded a different trigger i.e. building height.

Image 2: Properties to be notified (blue stars)
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It seems anomalous that these properties are not impacted enough to trigger notification due to
their proximity, but are close enough to warrant receiving a letter due to the potential impact of a
publically notified development if the notification is triggered by an abutting property.
There is concern that if this matter is not clarified, there will be an inconsistent approach adopted
across the state which will likely result in Court appeals. As the guiding principles of the Code are to
provide consistency and streamlining of assessment, it is strongly recommended that it be rectified
prior to Phase 3 going live to minimise the potential for inconsistent application.
Therefore, the City of West Torrens strongly recommends that the defined term "Adjacent land" be
used as originally proposed.
It is evident that there are some emerging themes in the notification tables, around notification
triggers (dot points below):
1. Land uses that are envisaged within the zone should not be notified;
2. buildings exceeding the prescribed building envelope or other interface criteria should be
notified; and
3. If located adjacent a dwelling in a Neighborhood Zone it may trigger public notification.
From a review of what has been presented in the draft Code, there are some unlikely results that
appear to be exempt from public notification, that community would likely form the view should be
notified.
Drive through coffee shop
With the following attributes:
1. Is located in a neighbourhood type zone
2. Has a floor area below 100m²
3. Could operate 24/7
4. Located immediately adjacent dwellings in a neighbourhood type zone
Exactly like the development shown in images 2 and 3, it would not trigger public notification.

Image 2: Drive through coffee shop on North East Road, Windsor Gardens
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Image 3: Aerial photo of drive through coffee shop on North East Road, Windsor Gardens
8 storey building in Urban Corridor Zone when adjacent Neighbourhood-type zone
Attributes include:
• Built within the building interface envelop 30° plane
• Vehicular access from residential road

Image 4: 8 Storey building
In addition to the above examples, all performance assessed development requires public
notification unless it is exempted by the procedural matters table. The current process suggests that
if the development is exempted by one section, then it does not require notification regardless of
any other circumstances. For example, as long as a building does not breach the building height
interface, it can:
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• run 24 hours a day, 7 days a week;
• be located immediately adjacent a dwellings in a neighborhood zone; and
• have no parking.
And it will not require any public notification.

PlanSA have stated that the revised version of the notification tables will not be made available
during this consultation period, which means it can't be analysed or tested with adequate rigor.
From the information we have been provided it appears that any subsequent tables will be more
functional, however it has not yet been seen to be able to advise whether the notification table will
achieve the outcomes our community expects.
The Department has previously advised that the notification table formed the scope of influence
that community could have some effect over during the first round of consultation, but the tables
were incomplete then, as they are now. Due to the change in legislation from Development Act to
PDI Act and removing third party appeal rights, it is critical that the list of development types that
are exempt reflect community interests. It is also important that people are adequately aware of this
fundamental change in the planning system, and that in many cases policy put in place through this
process will remove any rights to be consulted at the assessment stage.
In addition, although Council is no longer the relevant authority for planning consent, it does still
incur all costs and liabilities for the CAP and Assessment Manager. The failure of the Code to set out
clear notification tables presents a significant risk for councils responsible for the liabilities of
implementation.
It is Council Administration's position that public notification should be required whenever there is a
development with a potential to cause reasonable detriment to the locality. Building height is only
one factor and it appears no consideration has been given to issues of local amenity including, but
not limited to noise, odour and light spill. It is understood that our community expect to be able to
see and make comment on development such as a preschool or 24 hour fast food restaurant on a
neighbouring property. Public notification should be undertaken for any development that requires
a higher level of public scrutiny and transparency.
Likewise, Council Administration forms the view that consultation with community occur on the
complete public notification tables.

1.2 Neighbourhood Zones
1.2.1 Application of General Neighbourhood Zone to Policy Areas 20 and 21 in West Torrens
This Zone is intended to contain wholly standardised provisions without any localised TNV’s. It has,
largely, been applied to areas where the Residential Code currently applies. Council Administation is
concerned that some aspects of such a significant change have not been fully considered within the
context of West Torrens.
The proposed policy changes will see increased dwelling density, and changes to dwelling typologies
and considerable change to built form. These policy areas will shift from the current desired and
expected low density to medium density. This has not been made abundantly clear in the
consultation to those residing in these localities.
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Council Administration is of the view that the three tests to help identify whether the General
Neighbourhood Zone is a suitable transition does not go far enough. This is because they do not
consider other variables in the locality that may impact whether the General Neighbourhood Zone
and in turn, the proposed increased density and uplift is suitable.
Consideration should also be given to other lawfully existing development, such as the Adelaide
Airport, and existing infrastructure requirements needed to support an increase in development and
population including potential flooding.
As mentioned, consideration should be given to existing lawful uses including the Adelaide Airport
and the relevant overlays, including the ANEF. Attention is drawn to the AAL submission on the Draft
P+D Code, available here:
https://www.saplanningportal.sa.gov.au/ data/assets/pdf file/0019/650620/Adelaide Airport Li
mited and Parafield Airport Limited.pdf)
The following extract is of particular importance to West Torrens:
"We have undertaken a review of the zoning which is proposed in the broader locality
surrounding both Adelaide and Parafield Airports. We note that the intent of the draft PDC is
to generally provide a ‘like for like’ zone outcome. While this may generally be the case, we
note that there are locations in the broader locality surrounding Adelaide Airport, where
there appears to be some uplift in relation to housing density. While we do not have the
resources to quantify the potential density uplift in fine grain detail, the enclosed map shows
where we have identified a potential increase in density, having regard to either the density
statements or site area provisions contained within the existing and proposed zones adjacent
to Adelaide Airport. It is evident that from a spatial perspective, the area of potential density
increase is reasonably substantial.
AAL considers that any uplift in density needs to be carefully analysed to ensure that there is
no significant increase in housing in potentially sensitive locations. Such could prejudice the
ongoing aviation function of Adelaide Airport, a matter of critical importance to AAL, the
State and the Commonwealth, noting the economic and social significance of the airport and
the need to ensure no further restrictions on passenger numbers and freight movements. AAL
submit that ahead of finalising the draft PDC that DPTI commit to carefully review the draft
zoning to ensure the subtle changes in density expectations across many policy areas does
not result in any significant quantum of uplift, particularly in locations subject to the
Australian Noise Exposure Forecast (ANEF). "
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Image 5: Proposed Zones identified by AAL for uplift in proximity to the airport
It also worth flagging, flood mapping was developed in 2015 for the majority of the Lockleys area in
association with modelling the performance of the existing local drainage systems servicing this area
(see image 6).
On ground mitigation works have subsequently been undertaken over the last 5 years to reduce the
anticipated impact of flooding in this area. These mitigation works have seen the drainage upgraded
to effectively maximise the practical capacity which can be achieved, however due to the
topography of the area (in particular the trapped low points), much of this Lockleys area will always
carry flood risks even after these mitigation works are completed.
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Image 6: 100 year ARI Floodplain Map- Existing Scenario
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The City of West Torrens Development Plan is a modern Development Plan, reflecting both the
Better Development Plan modules and policy that has responded to the need to provide housing
diversity within the City. Residential policy, as it relates to West Torrens, reflects appropriate spatial
application for differing dwelling densities and typologies in appropriate locations which was applied
after much consultation during the Housing Diversity DPA.
Of note, the amended Housing Diversity Neighbourhood Zone policy (with TNV's) seeks larger
allotments than that seen in the standardised General Neighbourhood Zone.
Furthermore, when reviewing the test criteria it appears that the proposed transition does not
strictly meet the in-house criteria of the Department and needs to be considered more broadly. This
has been explored further in attachment one.
Realistically, the application of the General Neighbourhood Zone would most closely accord with
Policy Area 20 when sited within 400m of a Centre Zone (excluding Neighbourhood Centre Zone on
Marion Rd). The heavy handed rezoning of low density policy areas 20 and 21 should not occur until
investigations into hard and soft infrastructure have been undertaken, the effects of airport related
overlays are known, and appropriate community consultation is undertaken commensurate with the
impact of the rezoning.

1.2.2 General Comments on Neighbourhood Zones
Established Neighbourhood Zone
Council highlights that the reintroduction of Contributory Items (to be known as 'representative
buildings') is a good outcome and the amended character statements are supported in principle.
Council seeks reconsideration of inclusion of the Desired Outcome with a particular focus on list of
envisaged dwellings types.
More research is required into the appropriateness of enabling new dwelling typologies within these
areas, with a considered approach to the suitability based on review of each locality. In many of
these areas, the dwelling types and allotment sizes are a critical component of what makes the
character.
Currently this character is controlled by the Desired Character statements in each of these zones.
With the loss of these statements it is believed that there is less control to prevent development
such as row dwellings in an area dominated by detached dwellings. This is especially relevant when
minimum site area and frontages are not prescribed for dwelling types other than detached and
semi-detached dwelling types.
Neighbourhood Zone Policy
The proposed policy seeks to introduce new dwelling typologies and patterns of division. The
introduction of new dwelling typologies would change the physical built form and character that is
prevalent. Council advises that not all dwelling types are suitable or desirable in the localities
proposed by the Department without adequate investigations and consultation.
Council seeks more parameters to guide development such as hammerhead/battleaxe
developments and terraces. For example, it is not reasonable or convenient to create a situation
where people must reverse 30m+ to exit onto a public road. Provision for suitable onsite movement
should be able to occur onsite without impacting on the functionality of the subject site with
attention given to visitor parking, and landscaping.
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Council Administration seeks more policy to guide development of non-residential development
given the significant impact on local amenity.
While reflective of current Development Plan policy, it should be noted that the Housing Diversity
Zone (with TNV's) envisages a lower density of development than that sought by the General
Neighbourhood Zone.
Battle-axe subdivision
The Code opens up the potential of battle-axe subdivision more than is currently anticipated in the
City of West Torrens Development Plan. This is of grave concern, particularly for the Low Density
Policy Area 20 and 21 where the Desired Character specifically states that battle-axe subdivision
would not occur to retain allotment pattern, ensure privacy, maintain the streetscape and minimise
bulk and scale impacts.
While the minimum driveway width being proposed in the Code is supported, due to its widening
area and ability to accommodate landscaping, it is our view that this does not go far enough to
resolve the many other issues that arise from battle-axe development.
The draft Code has defined battle-axe as follows:
Means an allotment or site that comprises—
(a)

a driveway or ‘handle’ (and any related open space) that leads back from a road to the
balance of the allotment or site; and

(b)

a balance of the allotment or site that is the principal part of the allotment or site and that
does not have a boundary with a road.

Note: Battle-axe allotments are often referred to as ‘hammerhead’ or ‘flagpole’ allotments.
Battle-axe site areas
The Code states that battle-axe allotments should have an area (not including the 'handle') the same
as that as the relevant minimum for the zone it is located in. Council Administration considers this to
be insufficient as it fails to recognise the additional demands placed upon a battle-axe allotment.
The most space consuming element is the vehicle manoeuvring area and visitor carpark. By their
very nature, battle-axe allotments have a long driveway which leads to the remainder or 'bulb' of the
allotment. These driveways are often in the realm of 25-40m in length. Without a manoeuvring area,
vehicles will have to reverse all this way and then exit out onto a public road often with reduced
visibility because there is a fence on either side of the driveway, thus creating a hazards to the
driver, road users and pedestrians.
Vehicles should, and currently are made to, enter and exit the site in a forward direction. This
requires a manoeuvring area at the end of the driveway normally in the form 'y' or 't' shape. A visitor
carpark can make up part of this area, but only if it too can exit the site in a forward direction.
A carpark uses 13.5m² and a typical 't' manoeuvring area uses approximately 70m²
When considering the minimum site area (300m²) for a battle-axe allotment in the Code, a number
of other undevelopable areas need to be considered:
POS = 24m²
Landscaping = 60m²
Bin storage area = 2m²
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Area between dwelling and side boundary = 0.9 x 10m = 9m²
Total of undevelopable area = 71m²
This mean that there is only approximately 229m² left to build a house. This restricted area will push
developers to build upwards in order to achieve a suitable floor area. An argument could be posed
that developers will not subdivide unless they have enough room, but in response to this we note
that many home owners see a battle-axe subdivision as a method of making money and have little to
no intention of developing it themselves. This creates vacant allotments which entry home buyers
can afford and then choose to develop, but are fraught with site constraints unless appropriate
policy is included in the Code.
To resolve these concerns, Council Administration recommends that a minimum site area of 450m²
not including the handle should be applied to all battle-axe allotments.
Vehicle manoeuvring for battle-axe allotments
As described above, vehicles accessing the site should be able to enter and exit in a forward
direction. Apart from the obvious safety issues, there also a convenience concern. If it is not
convenient for someone to reverse out of a 20m+ driveway, then they are unlikely to use it. As a
result, this puts additional pressure on on-street parking.
The vehicle manoeuvring area itself should be conveniently accessible and support a maximum three
point turn. Any more and it will begin to create noise issues for adjoining residents as well as being
less likely to be used.
Two storey dwellings on battle-axe allotments
Currently the Code does not seek to limit the height of dwellings on battle-axe allotments any
further than a regular allotment. This is not currently the case with Council's Development Plan
calling for only single storey development to occur on battle-axe allotments. Like all provisions of
Council's Development Plan, it is not a hard and fast rule and there may be examples of where it has
occurred. However, Council Administration is of the view that these should not set the standard but
rather guide as to when it may be appropriate.
Overlooking on battle-axe allotments
An important consideration for two storey dwellings on battle-axe allotments is the overlooking
potential. Currently Council's Development Plan calls for windows to be obscured to a minimum
height of 1.7m. The Code seeks to reduce this to 1.5m, which will bring it in line with current
complying development.
According to firstinarchtecture.co.uk, the average female eye heights is 1.5m and the average male
eye height is 1.6m. This means that the average person will be able to stand at their window and
look into a neighbouring property if it is only obscured to a height of 1.5.
If two storey dwellings are allowed to be built on battle-axe allotments, then obscured glazing
should be required to a height of 1.7m above the floor level.
Overshadowing from battle-axe allotments
Overshadowing can occur on any allotment. However, it is more likely to impact POS and living areas
of adjacent dwellings if it is built on a battle-axe allotment. The proposed setbacks of the Code will
add further potential for overshadowing to occur.
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Currently in the Residential Policy areas 20 & 21, there is a minimum upper level rear setback of 8m.
These policy areas are shown to transition to the General Neighbourhood zone that will be deemed
to satisfy if the upper level has a rear setbacks of 5m.
Depending on the size of the adjoining allotments, the shadow from a two storey dwelling on battleaxe allotment could completely overshadow a neighbouring yard. This is concerning and Council
Administration recommends that this be addressed if battle-axe allotments continue to be a feature
in the Code.
Bulk and scale of development on battle-axe allotments
A common complaint from residents adjoining a two storey dwelling on a battle-axe allotment is the
visual bulk and scale of the building compared to is surroundings. In areas with an established and
traditional allotment pattern, POS is usually found at the rear of the dwelling. With rear yards
grouped together, there is considerable separation between the rear façades of dwellings that
provides a sense of space and openness. A two storey dwelling located in what used to be a
backyard, will cause a significant change to this view and a create sense of enclosure.
A single storey dwelling will still have an impact, but it will not be to the same extent. It is also more
possible to screen the dwelling with vegetation. As such, single storey dwellings on battle-axe
allotments would be the preferred option if battle-axe allotments continue to be a feature in the
Code.
Density and battle-axe allotments
It is generally accepted that as a metropolitan area, West Torrens needs to consolidate rather than
continue to spread out. However, increased density can be achieved in a variety of other ways that
do not involve battle-axe subdivision.
Streetscape and battle-axe development
An argument for battle-axe subdivision is that it allows the existing dwelling to be retained and
therefore the streetscape as a whole. However, this fails to recognise the additional crossovers and
driveways and loss of vegetation from both large private yards and street trees.
Most dwellings have one driveway each, which takes up a small proportion of the frontage width.
Doubling the amount of driveways has a corresponding effect on the ratio between frontage and
driveway. As reasonably expected, the driveways leading to the battle-axe allotment are fenced on
each side and if vegetated, are done with minimal landscaping. This creates a hard surface corridor
visible from the public realm and adjoining dwellings. While the Code is seeking to create additional
space for landscaping (1m either side of driveway) there are limited species that can flourish in such
an environment and still provide a positive amenity.
Additional crossovers also create potential for conflict between them and existing street trees.
Council's arborist usually require a two metre setback between crossovers and street trees, 1m for
stormwater disposal points, street signs, stobie poles etc. This starts to limit where a crossover can
be located. More often than not, in such instances, it is the street tree which succumbs and needs to
be removed.
Large rear yards are often the location of larger mature trees. So if this is divided off, to create
battle-axe allotments, these trees are often removed in order to make way for the dwelling or are
considered too dangerous to be located in close proximity to a dwelling. This loss of tree canopy is
not as likely in a regular side by side division as many of these rear yards can still accommodate the
existing trees.
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Although one or two on a street may not be too concerning, numerous examples of this type of
development will completely alter the streetscape and character of the area.

1.3 Urban Corridor Zones
It appears that the majority of high level policy intent currently contained within our Urban Corridor
Zone and Policy Areas has transitioned over to the new Urban Corridor Zones. This is supported by
Council, as are the TNV's which relate to limiting building heights adjacent Character Areas to three
building levels and the 30° plane being used for the building envelop interface height.
It is noted that there are some changes, the gravity of which can't be fully explored in the short
consultation time frame, such as:
•
•
•
•

removal of minimum residential densities;
reinstatement of minimum building heights;
inability to seek domestic storage for dwellings ; and
Apparent conflict between allowable building setbacks and the provision of deep soil zones.

There are some outstanding concerns such as the potential for overlooking from buildings of 3 or
more stories upon our existing residential areas. Our community has been vocal in their opposition
to their being no requirement to minimise this overlooking. It is noted that there is a difference in
terminology between building 3 storeys or less and buildings 4 levels or more. There is a distinct
difference between these two terms and they should be aligned to provide consistency in their
application.
The revised public notification tables have not been provided during the Code consultation period
and as such they have not been considered. From the detail that has been released, Council raises
concern around two factors:
1. That building height is not the only aspect which has the potential to be detrimental to a
neighbourhood type zone: and
2. PlanSA material stated "Each clause is to be read independently. So, if a development is
excluded from notification in any clause, it is, for the purposes of notification excluded
irrespective of any other clause."
The first factor is a concern because issues such as noise, odour, operating hours, light spill, vibration
etc. are not matters which will trigger notification. All of these will detrimentally impact the amenity
of neighbourhood zones and as such local residents should be provided with an opportunity to
comment on the proposal. This ties into the second factor for concern which appears that as long as
the proposed development satisfies one 'exception' from notification (such as building height) then
it can be immediately adjacent dwellings in a neighbourhood type zone and not need notification.
1.3.1 Development Types
There are developments listed as envisaged within the zone but are not given their own section
within the development assessment table, for example, a retail fuel outlet. It is recommended that
all development listed as 'envisaged' should be listed in the assessment tables as they are
considered to be both expected and frequently occurring. It is preferable that development neither
envisaged nor restricted are those which are assessed against any relevant provision.

1.4 Policy for performance assessed development applications
Under the current system, envisaged land uses, list of non-complying development and the Desired
Character Statement operate as very useful tools in the assessment of land use within the zone.
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These mechanisms clearly articulate what is not envisaged and provide a simple mechanism for
refusal of inappropriate development without appeal.
Under the proposed system, if a development is not identified as desirable it would default to either
a performance assessed development or restricted.
From what we have seen, very few developments are restricted. Generally it is shop with floor area
exceeding 1000m² outside of activity centres. This means that policy to undertake an assessment of
a land use that is neither envisaged nor restricted becomes very important.
Developments like child care centre, petrol station and distilleries are received regularly enough that
without the abovementioned mechanism, the need for robust policy becomes imperative. In
transitioning from Development Plans to the Planning and Design Code it is sought that
1. existing policy from the Development Plan that is useful to merit assessments is transitioned
to the Code, and
2. additional policy to counteract the void created by losing desired characters for very specific
locations and the non-complying assessment path
The policy gaps become increasingly apparent during scenario testing, it is imperative that the
Department undertake adequate testing of real life applications that are currently received
throughout Phase 3 councils. Careful consideration also needs to be given to the loss of noncomplying development as a disincentive for applications being lodged in the first instance and what
kinds of development may subsequently be received, what provisions are contained within the Code
to enable a clear line of sight to a refusal when inappropriate development is received for
assessment.

1.5 Infill policy
The State Planning Commission has released its Residential Infill Policy (Policy) that is proposed to be
recommended to the Minister for Planning and Local Government and delivered as part of the Phase
Three Planning and Design Code (Code), covering South Australia’s urban and metropolitan areas.
The Policy is a key component of the draft Code, which seeks to improve the quality of residential
infill developments and provide a consistent approach across all council areas over a range of
development types. The policy (as discussed under subheadings below), intends to deliver multiple
benefits, including:
•
•
•
•

increasing tree planting, urban green cover and space for gardens
ensuring adequate on-site parking and reducing the loss of on-street parking
increasing street amenity by incorporating design features to enhance building façades
more effective management of stormwater associated with residential infill developments.
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1.5.1 Driveway Widt h
The Code is proposing that single drivew ays have a maximum width of 3.2m and double drivew ays
have a maximum width of Sm, neither of w hich have any flaring. This is narrow er than Council's
current standard w hich ca lls for 3.6m for single drivew ays and 6.lm for double w idth drivew ays.
These include a 300mm flare on each side. The flaring is seen as very important to provide easier
access to the drivew ay while also protecting street infrastructure such as kerbs and street trees.
Council's standard

The Code's approach
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While it is acknowledged that the wider drivew ays being utilized has the potential to lessen the
amount of available on-street parking, it is considered necessary to allow vehicles to conveniently
access their property. This is seen as most crucial on narrow roads (including lanew ays) and
situations w here there is a lot of vehicles parked on the street thereby reducing the maneuvering
area. If residents don't find it convenient to park on their property they w on't and this will place
further demand on the street netw ork.

1.5.2 On-site and On-street Ca r Parking
1.5.2(a) On-Site
The Planning and Design Code (the Code) has proposed a reduction in on-site parking requirements
from what is currently sought in the West Torrens Development Plan.
Detached dw ellings, semi-detached dw elling, row dw ellings and terrace dw ellings

I Up to 2 bedrooms
I 3+ bedrooms

Development Plan (current)

P&D Code (proposed)

2
2

1
2

Residential Flat building and group dw elling

Up to 2 bedrooms
3+ bedrooms

Development Plan (current)
2 + 0 .25 visitor
2 + 0 .25 visitor

P&D Code (proposed)
1 + 0.33 visitor
2 + 0.33 visitor

For a typical residential flat building containing 5, tw o bedroom dw ellings, there will be 4 less car
parks provided on-site once the Code is implemented.
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As our community is already concerned w ith t he lack of parking and traffic congest ion derived from
on-street parking, further reducing t he m inimum on-site parking rate is not considered appropriate.
Council Administration hears this feedback t ime and t ime again when undertaking public notification
of infi ll development and when the development is being constructed.
1.5.2(b) On-street
In addit ion to the on-site parking requirements, the Code has proposed a reduction in on-street
parking requirements.
On-street car parking
Development Plan (current )
1 park per two allotments

P&D Code (proposed)
1 park per three new dwellings

The Development Plan takes both existing and proposed allotments into account when considering
the amount of on-street parking. The proposed Code on ly contemplates new dwellings, where onstreet parking is achievable and has reduced the rate by 33%. For the same residential flat building
used above, there w ill need to be 1 less car park provided on-street.
1.5.2(c) Impact of Affordable Housing Overlay on Parking
The Affordable Housing Overlay introduces policy mechanisms that reduce car parking requirements
and site area provisions while providing a height dividend of an additional storey. This is
incompatible when located next to the Historic and Character areas. It is recommended that this
overlay needs to be further considered and not include land immediately adjacent to the Historic
and Character areas.
The West Torrens Development Plan cu rrently anticipates density bonuses in locations that have
been specifically identified due to proximity to activity centres and public transport systems and are
located typically in medium density policy areas. Council's Development Plan seeks 1 (one)
undercover car park per dwelling. The table below high lights differences between Counci l's
Development Plan and draft Code as it relates to affordable housing assessment criteria and bonus:

Addit ional height allowed
Site area discount

Car parking

Deve lopment Plan
No
Only in the above zones where
- Medium Density Policy Area 18
- Medium Density Policy Area 19
- Low Density Policy Area 21
And located w ithin 400m of a
Centre Zone
1 undercover

Draft Code
Yes - 1 Storey
20% everywhere

0 when w ith 400m of a public
transport stop
1 everywhere else

The Affordable Housing Overlay covers all of the neighbourhood type zones w ithin West Torrens.
This is in stark contrast to that of other inner metro councils i.e. the City of Charles Sturt, City of
Burnside and the City of Unley.
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Council Administration supports mechanisms to allow for housing affordability, but believe the
current mechanism goes too far and will directly conflict with the desired character or our lower
density and Historic and Character areas.
The draft Code policy is unlikely to meet the needs and expectations of the local community and
occupants who could reasonably expect that height limits identified by either the relevant zone
provisions or TNV would be built as described.
Council Administration does not support the following attributes of the Affordable Housing overlay:
• 20% reduction to the minimum site area when located adjacent Historic and Character Areas;
• Support of an additional storey when located adjacent Historic and Character Areas; and
• no on-site car parks being require when within 400m of a public transport stop.
Affordable housing should seek different mechanisms to attain meaningful affordability (State
Government taxes etc.) without undermining the functionality and character of an area.
SPC is requested to explore other mechanisms to provide affordable housing which are not at the
detriment of functionality and heritage and character unless sound urban planning (generally site
specific e.g. transport and connectivity, well serviced by open space and soft and hard
infrastructure) support the reduction to minimums and additional height currently proposed.
1.5.2(d) Affordable Housing Car parking provision
In order to encourage more affordable housing, the Code is proposing that no on-site car parking is
required when the site is located within 400m of a bus, train or tram stop. In order to understand
what implication this would have, the 400m buffer area was mapped across the WTCC local
government area. This map demonstrates that there are only several small locations that will
actually require on-site car parking for affordable housing.

Image 7: WTCC LGA with 400m buffer shown around bus stops
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Given Council Members and our community have expressed a high level of concern w ith the lack of
on-street parking and traffic congestion, a further reduction of on-site car parking is not, and cannot,
be supported. The current 1 car park per dw ell ing w ith no requirement for visitor car parking is
insufficient, how ever is acceptable given the nature of the dw ellings being built .
The 2016 Census revealed that on ly 7.8% of households do not ow n a car, 35.4% ow n one car and
51.4% ow n t w o or more vehicles. It shou ld be noted that this is above the national average for
Austra lian capital cities.
The reduction of on-site car parking in the short term is un likely to increase the usage of other forms
of transport w ithout improvement to transport infrastructure and service provision. This has been
clearly demonstrated by the Lightsview development w here on-street parking is highly used and
residents have raised concerns about the lack of parking generally w ith both their council and State
MP's. Therefore, a comprehensive approach is necessary w hich increases the availability and
usability of public transport before South Australians' reliance on their private car w ill reduce.
This recommendation is supported by the 2016 Census w hich identified that across greater Adelaide
there had been an increase in car ow nership across the board. In 2016, there were 4,902 less
households w hich did not ow n a car.
1.S.2(e) PlanSA Document s Relating t o Car Parking

It has been noted that a number of information guides and presentations have included information
w hich is considered very confusing. Below are screen shots from Raising the Bar on Urban infill and a
SPC infi ll presentation dated 30 September 2020.
They state that there w ill be a " minimum of one on-street carpark for every new house or duplex" .
As explained above, this is not correct given the Code states that there should be 1 on-street carpark
for up to 3 dw ellings.

Proposed policy changeMaintain on-site car parking rate of a minimum of 2
spaces per 3+ bedroom dwelling and 1 space per 2
bedroom dwelling.
Provide minimum of 1 on-street car park for every
new house or duplex.
Provide minimum of 1 on-street car park for every 3
row dwellings.
Decrease on-street parking length to 5.4m except
for intermediate spaces.

1.5.3 Interna l Ga rage Dimensions
The most recent version of the Planning and Design Code proposes the follow ing internal dimensions
for domestic garages and carports:
Single garage
3m w ide x 5.4m deep

Double garage
5.Sm w ide x 5.4m deep
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These dimensions align w ith the Austra lian Standard AS/ NZS 2890.1:2004, for a vehicle space w ith a
w all on either side and in front of the vehicle. This does not seem to contemplate roller doors at the
rear. This is an issue as it assumes unrestricted space at the rear, w hen in reality a roller door w ill
restrict access.
According to the car sales results to date for 2020, the top five selling cars and their dimensions are
as follow s:
Vehicle
Toyota Hilux
Ford Ranger
Toyota Rav4
Toyota Prado
Toyota Corolla

Length
5.33m
5.35m
4.60m
4.83m
4.38m

W idth
1.90m
1.85m
1.85m
1.89m
1.79m

For one car fam ilies, it is likely that they w ill have or w ill buy one of the above vehicles. In the best
scenario (Toyota Corolla), there w ill be 51cm gaps betw een the front and rear of the vehicle and the
w all or roller door. While for the Ford Ranger example, there w ill be 2.5cm gaps. This is assum ing
that the garage is only being used for car parking and not any other storage.
Prior experience has proved that if the carport or garage is not w ide enough to provide convenient
parking, it w ill not be used for parking. It will then revert to domestic storage or rumpus room.

1.5.4 Domestic Storage
The Code does not set any m inimum standards for the provision of domestic storage, w hereas
Council's Development Plan sets a m inimum area of 8m 3 • Without a minimum provision for domestic
storage it w ill be left to each individual developer to choose w hether or not storage space is
provided. From a sales perspective it is un likely to be provided as it w ill reduce "living space" .
Noting, this currently an issue raised regularly by the West Torrens CAP.
It is evident that people need places to store bu lkier items such as sport, camping and gardening
equipment. Due to their nature, they are un likely to be stored in laundries or pantries. This w ill
necessitate either a garden shed being built or the car garaging to be used as storage. Each of these
have issues as the construction of a garden shed w ill reduce soft landscaping and potentially impact
on POS. The use of the garage as domestic storage w ill displace vehicles to the drivew ay or on street
parking.

1.5.5 Waste Storage
Recent changes to the draft Code include:
•
•
•

decreasing bin storage for a 3 bin system dow n from 3m 2 to 2m 2
confirmation that path of travel does not include moveable objects such as roller doors,
vehicles or gates, and
is on ly required w here dw ellings are built on both side boundaries.

All in all, the amendments do not go far enough to alleviate the degradation of visua l amenity from
bins being stored forw ard of the dw elling's front building li ne. The intent of the proposed policy is
supported, the resu ltant outcome is likely to be negligible on the basis it only applies to boundary to
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boundary development, doesn't require easy access to bin storage area, nor is the 2m 2 likely to be
adequate for the storing of a 3 bin system.
Of note, this policy applies to residential development 3 storeys or less contained in the Design in
Urban Areas. This should apply to all residential development.
Due to the reduction of internal carport and garage dimensions, Counci l Administration is concerned
w ith regard to the conflict of parking vehicles and the bin path of travel. When considering the
diagram provided by PlanSA for the bin storage area, it is evident that in order for someone to move
their bins from the storage area to the kerb, their car w ould need to be parked elsew here . This is
inconvenient and so, it is highly likely that people w il l simply leave their bins forward of the dw elling.
How ever, a w ay of resolving this issue w ould be to w iden the internal carport and garage to
accommodate the bin path of travel.
1.5.6 Garage Door W idth
The Code has proposed to increase the door opening w idth (which can be a deemed to satisfy
requirement) w hen compared to that w hich is currently in use. The Code w ill allow up to 50% of the
site w idth or 7m. As this only applies to the opening w idth, the total garage or carport w idth w ill be
greater than this (garages nominally have pillars w hich are 400mm in w idth).
The reasoning of increasing the maximum w idth to 7m is not clear. A standard single garage door is
2.4m w ide and 5.Sm w ide for a double. How ever it should be noted that three individua l rol ler doors
cou ld be insta lled w hich w ould have a total 'opening' w idth of 7.2m, but a garage w idth of 8.4m (see
image below). Although 0.2m above the 7m maximum, is very likely to be deemed a minor deviation
during an assessment.
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1.5.7 Stormwater Management
With the increase of urban infill comes an increase in impervious surfaces that generate stormw ater
runoff. This has the potential to cause or exacerbate local flooding, require expensive public
infrastructure upgrades and pollute w aterw ays. In order to combat this, the Code has implemented
a requirement to insta ll larger tanks w ith new dw ellings.
Site size (m 2 )
<200

Minimum retention volume

Minimum detention volume

(Litres)

(Litres)

2000

N/ A
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200-400

2000

>401

4000

Site perviousness <30%: 1000
Site perviousness =30%: N/A
Site perviousness <35%: 1000
Site perviousness =35%: N/A

In many instances, this is an increase in volume when compared to current practice. The Building
Code of Australia calls for the 1000L tank to be plumbed to toilets.
The previous version of the draft Code called for these tanks to be connected to every toilet,
however the current version has reduced it to only needing to be connected to one toilet. This will
mean a significant reduction in the use of the captured water. Council is recommending that the
original proposition is retained and all toilets are connected to the rainwater tank/s. This will ensure
that less fresh drinkable water is not wasted by flushing, and ensures that tank water is used
regularly to enable more retention when needed and less overflow running into our streets.
West Torrens understands that Water Sensitive SA has recently undertaken updated computation
analysis that illustrates this point. Also, it was previously raised that compliance mechanism for
ensuring stormwater infrastructure has been implemented prior to occupancy.

1.5.8 Street Facing Windows
Under the current planning system, there have been instances where some developers seek only a
front door and garaging to present to the street without a habitable room. This type of design
outcome is not conducive to creating opportunity for passive surveillance nor does it enhance the
streetscape with limited visual interest.

The proposed policy is a welcome inclusion to provide:
confirmation of what a minimum habitable room should be for the purpose of increasing
main face of dwelling to garage ratio,
• to ensure that the room is useable rather than in many instances a hallway/entry, and
• increased passive surveillance to the street by ensuring a habitable room dimension of 2.4m
with a minimum 2m2 window size (accumulative) is facing the street.
In conclusion, this will improve street appeal and enhance passive surveillance. The habitable room
could be bigger to provide for increased useability, however it is an improvement on the current
Residential Code provisions which have had some well documented poor streetscape outcomes.
•

1.5.9 Site coverage
In order to encourage developers to add eaves to their dwellings, the Code does not count the area
of the eaves when calculating "site coverage". Many zones use maximum site coverage provisions in
order to provide sufficient space around buildings to limit visual impact, provide an attractive
outlook and access to light and ventilation.
Within West Torrens, the maximum site coverage varies between 50% and 80%. Site coverage as
proposed in the Code is also used to determine whether or not a development can be Deemed to
Satisfy or Accepted development.
The problem with not including eaves into the site coverage calculation is that it causes confusion.
For example, where does an eave finish and a verandah or portico start?
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The code provides no guidance as to how to calculate site coverage other than that eaves are not
included. Despite a main ambition behind the Code being consistency, without further guidance
each accredited professional will make their own mind up about how they will interpret it.
Eaves like those shown in the design below (in yellow) make up 36m², however there is an additional
28m² of verandah and portico (green) that may also be exempt. On a 420m² block, this makes up
approximately 15% of the site area and allows up to 65% of the site to be covered by roofed area in
a zone that supports 50% "site coverage".
To avoid ambiguity it is suggested that more guidance it provided as to how to calculate the eave
area and perhaps provide a percentage of the total site coverage that can be eaves or open
structures like verandahs and porticos.

1.5.10 Façade Design Features
The Code is seeking to improve urban design and character by establishing design techniques. In
order for a development to satisfy these requirements, it should achieve three of the following
requirements:
• a minimum of 30% of the building elevation is set back an additional 300mm from
the building line
• a porch or portico projects at least 1m from the building elevation
• a balcony projects from the building façade
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a verandah projects at least 1m from the building elevation
eaves of a minimum 400mm width extend along the width of the front elevation
a minimum 30% of the width of the upper level projects forward from the lower level
primary building line by at least 300mm
A minimum of two different materials or finishes are incorporated on the walls of the front building
elevation, with a maximum of 80% of the building elevation in a single material or finish.
•
•
•

Council is supportive of policy that seeks to provide greater consideration to façade treatment and
street presence.

1.5.11 Entry Door
The Code has formalised the need of being able to view the front door from the public street in
order to be considered a deemed to satisfy development. This is already an assessment criteria in
WTCC, so it will not change the status quo.
This is an important design principle in order to easily identify individual dwellings and not create
potential pedestrian entrapment spots. Council does not raise any further issues with this policy.

1.5.12 Tree Planting
The State Planning Policies give direction to improving urban greening outcomes in recognition of
the multiple benefits they provide, especially in the context of minor infill. The draft Code policies
have been prepared and consulted on in response to this direction.
Council reiterates as per earlier submission that it supports the inclusion of new provisions within
the Code that promote and support the establishment of new trees to meet canopy targets. It is well
understood that during consultation, that feedback indicates there is a dichotomy of views in
community and industry about whether the proposed tree policies for minor infill developments go
too far, or not far enough. Concerns included, on one side, the potential impacts of tree planting on
upfront housing affordability from higher footing costs, and on the other side, the potential negative
impacts of tree loss on public health, urban heat, liveability, biodiversity and neighbourhood
amenity.
Council remains supportive of the inclusion of these provisions and continues to query whether the
new provisions go far enough to protect the new trees from future development or even necessitate
replacement due to disease or death. Council continues to query what mandatory conditions will be
in place to ensure the trees are retained and contained in the ground on the subject site.
Council is very concerned about the comments made in the report prepared by BDO for PlanSA
about the benefit of trees on public land over private land. Specifically, because it is not physically
possible to achieve the 30 year plan target for tree canopy cover on public land alone.
Council also urgently seeks the details of the proposed tree offset fund, which is now being
investigated. However, forms the view that careful consideration needs to be given to:
•
•
•

Eligibility to opt to pay into the offset fund in lieu of planting a tree on site. Forming the view
that there should be stringent and limited eligibility to opt into the fund with tree planting
on the subject site being the foremost sought and supported outcome;
Cost of tree, establishment and maintenance to be accurately considered in the setting of an
appropriate fee;
The opportunity cost of not realizing additional canopy cover on private land, understanding
that public land is becoming increasingly burdened trying to maintain bin collection,
driveway access, on street parking or being useable open space for increasing populations
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•

•

etc. and the ability t o meet canopy target s w ill be difficult to achieve w ith an overreliance on
public land;
The administration and accessibilit y of funds by councils for the intended purpose of tree
plant ing. In part icular, t here is concern t hat like t he open space fund currently t he Council
w ould need to provide matched fun ding to access fees collected or pay for t he
establishment and maintenance of a fund, and
Management of t he process for applicat ions assessed by Accredit ed Professionals (AP),
assum ing there is capacit y for an AP to determ ine payment into the fund as part of the
deemed to satisfy assessment pathw ay.

1.5.13 Soft Landscapi ng+ Private Open Space (POS)
Private Open Space (POS)
The requirement for t he provision of POS, for dw ellings at ground level, has been reduced to 24 m 2
regardless of t he size of t he property. POS is to be located behind the building line of t he dw elling
and should have a minim um dim ension of at least 1.8m. POS proposed in the Code may be
supplemented by areas of soft landscaping, the size of w hich varies depending on t he size of t he
allotment. Meaning that the soft landscaping component can be 'double counted' as POS and soft
landscaping.
The Code appears conflicted, providing severa l versions of what the minimum dimension should be.
This w ill likely result in t he m inimum (1.8m) dimension referred to in the definition being used by
default rather t han a larger dim ension t hat w ould yield more meaningful and useful POS.
POS and soft landscaping requirements are as follow s for both t he Development Plan and t he Code :
Development Plan (current )

P&D Code (proposed)

Site area <300m 2

24m 2

24m 2

Site area 300-500m 2

60m 2

24m 2

2

24m 2

Minimum size:

Site area >500m

2

80m

Minimum dimension

3m o r 4m
2

1.8 or 3m
16m 2

Minimum directly accessible

16m

from a living room

24m 2 (for sit e area >500m 2 )

Location

Side and rear of dw elling

Side and rear of dw elling

Site area <150m 2

10%

10%

Site area 150-200m 2

10%

15%

2

10%

20%

10%

25%

Soft landscaping

Site area 201-450m
Site area >450m

2

See example below for a comparison of Development Plan Vs t he Code for a 300m 2 allotment :
For a 300m 2 allotment

Development Plan (current )

P&D Code (proposed)

Site area 300-500m 2

60m 2

24m 2

Minimum dimension

4m

1.8 or 3m

Minimum size:

Minimum directly accessible

16m

2

16m 2

from a living room
Location

Side and rear of dw elling

Side and rear of dw elling
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Soft landscaping
Site area 201-450m²
POS Provided
Combined outcome

10% of the site area (30m²)

20% of the site area (60m²)
- 30% of the 60m² must be in the
front yard .i.e. 18m²

60m²
60m²
- (30m² of this could be soft
landscaping)

24m²
42m²
- (24m² POS + 18m² of soft
landscaping)

The ultimate outcome of the changes is that there will be less POS available and that it will have a
reduced minimum dimension. The soft landscaping provisions are intended to:
1. minimise heat absorption and reflection
2. maximise shade and shelter
3. maximise stormwater infiltration
4. enhance the appearance of land and streetscapes.
However, the soft landscaping component may be eroded over time by 'home improvements'. The
overall reduction in POS creates an increased reliance on public facilities including providing
adequate open space and amenities to meet the needs of residents.
Soft landscaping
In practice, the policy for soft landscaping is quickly diminished through home improvements (e.g.
garden sheds, paved areas and carports) that either do not need a development approval or do need
an approval but do not call up provisions relating to the retention of soft landscaping through the
assessment.
The diagram below shows what is possible with this policy. The diagram on the left shows how the
dwelling will have a total of 60m² of landscaping spread between the front and rear yards, with the
rear yard including the minimum 24m² of POS.
The image on the right shows subsequent development such as a swimming pool and verandah
which all but remove the soft landscaping from the rear yard. The verandah and swimming pool
could be 'Accepted development' and therefore not require a planning consent. The additional
paving is not development and can occur without an approval. Without additional protections (such
as mandatory conditions of approval) the provision of soft landscaping will not continue to achieve
the desired outcomes or increasing tree canopy, or reducing runoff and urban heat loading.
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It has been suggested that it may be possible to place a condition on a dwelling approval which seeks
to retain the approved amount of soft landscaping into the future. In theory, this would require the
applicant to lodge a variation application to alter the landscaping should they wish to change it in
the future. This will rely on the Administration undertaking proactive and costly compliance to
ensure the development maintains the soft landscaping as approved. This would also rely on private
accredited professionals
(a) placing a condition on any deemed to satisfy development, and,
(b) not deeming the change to the soft landscaping area as 'minor' in a subsequent application to
ensure minimum provisions are retained.
Overall, this policy on soft landscaping for residential development in its current format has the
potential to become eroded and does not fulfil the intention to gain environmental improvement,
while in essence, creating allotments with very minimal useable open space for personal use.
The new policy ignores that existing policy sought to establish private open space in addition to front
yards which would provide greater ability to minimise heat absorption and reflection, maximise
shade and shelter, maximise stormwater infiltration and enhance the appearance of land and
streetscapes, thereby also contributing to property values.
In conclusion, the infill policy as it relates to POS and soft landscaping is not robust and does not
meet its intent to provide useable open space for occupants or improve environmental benefit.
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2.0 West Torrens Technical and Numeric Variations (TNV)
Council Administration have reviewed the amended Code and provide attached document (See
attachment 5.2), highlighting areas for inclusion in the TNV capability.

3.0 Overlays
3.1 Hazard (Flooding - general) Overlay
Given hydrology studies to date, flood policy is critical to West Torrens. Review of the Code has
identified that the language used in this overlay reads as though it is akin to industry standards for
hazard flood mapping with use of language like low risk, medium risk, high risk and extreme risk.
However, a hazard map of this nature would consider depth and velocity to calculate the risk and so,
it isn't clear that the outcome of this hazard overlay reflects industry standard hazard maps. Please
note, previous concerns highlighted in earlier submission still remain relevant (noting this is a new
overlay of previously general policy content), along with the following:
•
•

Definition sought for term vulnerable people.
DTS/DPF 2.1 refers to 1%AEP, all of which fall outside of this overlay for West
Torrens. It is sought that the following be reintroduced:

In instances where no finished floor level value is specified, a building incorporates a finished floor
level at least 300mm above:
•
•
•

the top of the kerb level of the primary street, or
natural ground level where there is no kerb, or
the height of a 1% AEP flood event whichever is greatest.
The above should also state: 2.1 (1) the highest adjacent top of kerb and DTS/DPF
2.1(2) should state highest adjacent natural ground level

Furthermore, this overlay is applicable when considering DTS development within many
neighbourhood type zones. A requirement of the DTS pathway is that it achieves the DTS
requirement, in this case PO 2.1 which states a number of TNV AHD's or that the development have
a FFL at least 300m above 1% AEP flood plain of flow path. However, unless an area has been
identified as being flood prone, no flood mapping, and therefore no AHD data, has been calculated
with regard to the City of West Torrens. This means that a development will not be able to satisfy
this provision and require a performance assessed assessment or an Accredited Professional to
deem this non-compliance as 'minor'.
Neither of these scenarios seem appropriate, nor in keeping with a consistent and more streamlined
assessment process being sought by this planning reform.
3.2 Hazards (Flooding):
Flooding policy is critical to the West Torrens area. However, the language used in this overlay reads
as though it is akin to industry standards for hazard flood mapping with use of language like low risk,
medium risk, high risk and extreme risk. However, a hazard map of this nature would consider depth
and velocity to calculate the risk and so, it isn't clear that the outcome of this hazard overlay reflects
industry standard hazard maps. Please note, previous concerns highlighted in earlier submission still
remain relevant, along with the following:
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•
•

•
•

Concern around spatial mapping and implication/consequence of some of the DTS/DPF. Namely
DTS/DPF 3.4 and PO 6.1. Council Administration welcomes discussion with PlanSA to discuss the
policies further and provide greater clarity on issues raised.
With regard to DTS/DPF 3.4 seeks development to be located outside of 1 in 20 year events,
what is the consequence of this? This PO and DTS/DPF would impact a substantial footprint of
West Torrens (e.g. much of Brooklyn Park). Definitions are sought for terms: frequently flooded
and high velocity. Internal discussions have raised concern that this PO lends itself to refuse
development that may have previously been suitable in an attempt to avoid development in
frequently flooded or high velocity areas.
PO 6.1, Brooklyn Park would not achieve PO 6.1 (a) or (b), which has a 750mm flood depth.
What does this mean in an urban context and what is the response to this likely to be in an
urban context?
Administration have also briefly reviewed the policy and request definition/guidance is sought
for:
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·

·

what are low consequences as discussed in PO 1.1
unacceptable flood risk PO 2.1
PO 3.1 is unclear- you don’t want flood protection works? Or does this mean don’t build in
flood areas? AND what are unacceptable risk (please define)
PO 3.3- what is meant by impede? Prevent or stop the flow of floodwaters?
PO 3.4- With whole neighbourhoods affected by flood inundation in CWT, does this mean
that those allotments are unable to further develop? This provision is quite ambiguous.
DTS/DPF 3.5- Please confirm what any post construction with open sides means
PO 3.6- Fences do not unreasonable impede floodwaters, wouldn't this outcome conflict with
PO 3.1 and 3.3?
PO 4.2: how can this be assessed?
PO 5.1: Raising a FFL to help avoid flood impact may in turn created a bulk and scale issue
particularly in the case of Residential development. Are there alternative preventative
measures that could also be included instead of just filling the land or raising the FFL e.g.
provision of a flood corridor, requirement for specific drainage to cope with a 1 in 100 year
storm event etc.
PO 5.2 and DTS/DPF 5.2: disconnect between the PO and the DTS/DPF. Parking areas and
5.0m width. Reconsider intent and word appropriately.

3.3 Future Road Widening Overlay
Council engineers have identified that there are a number of intersections within West Torrens that
will require upgrade and road widening.
The following roads are flagged and queries have been raised with regard to whether these should
be included in the overlay (although not currently contained within MARWP):
• Airport Road/Sir Donald Bradman Drive,
• Rowells Road/Sir Donald Bradman Drive,
• Anzac Highway/Cross Road,
• Marion Road/Mooringe Avenue
Review of MARWP appears that the following road widening at Tapleys Hill Road and Sir Donald
Bradman/Burbridge Road has not been captured on the online mapping tool (see below):
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Map 1: Extract from MARWP 6628-41 RW

Map 2: Screen shot of DPTI mapping- with Road Widening
Overlay

3.4 Regulated Tree Overlay
The revised version of the Code has been updated so that Regulated and Significant trees are now
considered under the same overlay. This is supported as it makes it easier to determined which
provision are relevant to an assessment and reduces the over number of overlays.
It is apparent that the tone of these provisions has changed from ensuring that development
minimises impact on trees to the trees needing to demonstrate exceptional attributes in order to
make them worthy of retention. However, Council Administration is very concerned that a number
of provisions currently available in Council's Development Plan will no longer be used during
assessment these are as follows:
Objectives:
2
Development in balance with preserving regulated trees that demonstrate one or more of the
following attributes:
(a) significantly contributes to the character or visual amenity of the locality
(b) indigenous to the locality
(c) a rare or endangered species
(d) an important habitat for native fauna.
Principles
1.
Development should have minimum adverse effects on regulated trees.
2.
A regulated tree should not be removed or damaged other than where it can be
demonstrated that one or more of the following apply:
(a) the tree is diseased and its life expectancy is short
(b) the tree represents a material risk to public or private safety
(c) the tree is causing damage to a building
(d) development that is reasonable and expected would not otherwise be possible
(e) the work is required for the removal of dead wood, treatment of disease, or is in the
general interests of the health of the tree.
3.

Tree damaging activity other than removal should seek to maintain the health, aesthetic
appearance and structural integrity of the tree.
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4. Significant trees should be preserved, and tree-damaging activity should not be undertaken,
unless:
(a)
in the case of tree removal, where at least one of the following apply:
(i) the tree is diseased and its life expectancy is short
(ii) the tree represents an unacceptable risk to public or private safety
(iii) the tree is within 20 metres of a residential, tourist accommodation or
habitable building and is a bushfire hazard within a Bushfire Prone Area
(b)
the tree is shown to be causing or threatening to cause substantial damage to a
substantial building or structure of value
(c)
all other reasonable remedial treatments and measures have been determined to be
ineffective
(d)
it is demonstrated that all reasonable alternative development options and design
solutions have been considered to prevent substantial tree-damaging activity
occurring
(e)
in any other case, any of the following circumstances apply:
(i) the work is required for the removal of dead wood, treatment of disease, or is in
the general interests of the health of the tree
(ii) the work is required due to unacceptable risk to public or private safety
(iii) the tree is shown to be causing or threatening to cause damage to a substantial
building or structure of value
(iv) the aesthetic appearance and structural integrity of the tree is maintained
(v) it is demonstrated that all reasonable alternative development options and
design solutions have been considered to prevent substantial tree-damaging
activity occurring.
Without the protection of the above provisions many more trees are likely to be removed. The
current provisions proposed in the Code are not considered strong enough to encourage the
retention of trees. Therefore, it will be much easier for a developer to remove the Regulated or
Significant tree and then pay the minimal fee in lieu of planting. This seems at odds with the
ambition of the Code to preserve and increase tree canopy in our metropolitan areas.
3.4.1 Provision composition
The way that PO1.1 is currently written, it appears that in order for a Regulated tree to be retained,
it needs to make an important aesthetic contribution, be indigenous and listed under the National
Parks as rare or endangered. This is because it is only after (b) that it says and/or. It is therefore
assumed that (a) and (b) are an 'and', and both are necessary. If this is the case then it seems overly
onerous and unlikely that many Regulated trees would actually fulfil these requirements.
It is noted that Council's current development plan provision are written with the phrase "where at
least one of the follow apply". This makes it clear and consistent between readers as to how to
interpret it.
3.4.2 DTS development
Of significant concern is that in the current version of the Code, no reference to Regulated or
Significant Trees is referred to for Accepted and Deemed to Satisfy Development. There is an
argument that to suggest that a development cannot be an Accepted Development or Deemed to
Satisfy Development if tree damaging activity will occur. However, the following are not considered
tree damaging activity:
• Removal of up to 30% of the crown of the tree;
• Construction within the critical root zone; and
• Root damage.
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Therefore, this type of development can reduce the life span of the tree or increase its risk of
causing damage to people and property. Both of these situations are likely to result in the future
removal of the tree.
Therefore, it is recommended that the following occur:
• Additional policy in line with Council's current Development Plan policy.
• Stipulating that development cannot be Deemed to Satisfy (DTS) or Accepted when it is
located within the Critical Root Zone of a Regulated or Significant tree.
• Rewording PO1.1 to ensure that any of those aspects make the tree worthy of retention.

4.0 Road Testing
During the six week period, West Torrens Administration identified a number development
applications, received by Council for assessment. These applications were then tested against the
draft Code and below are some findings for PlanSA's consideration.
4.1 Performance assessed - Residential Flat building (RFB) and land division in Housing Diversity
Neighbourhood Zone
• PDF version of the relevant policy comes to 76 pages;
• No clarification as to how to work out site area for RFB. i.e. average of whole piece of land,
average of dwelling sites only, individual site areas should meet the 150m²? currently
Council's Development Plan clearly states average;
• Land division portion has no consideration of car parking. It appears to allow a division
without considering visitor or on-street parking. As this is a separate 'element', it could be
approved without being suitable for its intended use;
• PO7.2 for land division seeks to limit post-development flow rate. However, if this can be
assessed and approved as a separate 'element' how can this be worked out without the built
form';
• PO3.1 of the zone states maximum building height of 9m but also a maximum building
height of 3 levels. These do not reflect one another or correlate. Maximum building height
should be 12.5m;
• A 3 level residential flat building, adjacent a historic conservation area, will not require
public notification. This is not considered suitable, especially if its affordable housing with
the added impacts of no parking and 20% smaller site areas;
• A 4 storey residential flat building (affordable housing) built by SA Housing trust will not
require notification;
• PO1.1 Stormwater Management overlay, No DTS for RFB with 5 or more dwellings, therefore
additional policy is required;
• Urban Tree Canopy Overlay PO1.1 appears to require that each of the 5 dwellings have one
small tree. However, it is unlikely this can be achieved but, if it does, it would impact on the
usability of the POS of each dwelling;
• This RFB has 5 dwellings all of which have a ground floor component. Therefore, according
to Table 1 - Private Open Space, they each need 24m² of POS with a minimum dimension of
3m;
• PO 21.3 conflicts with Design in Urban Areas Table 1 - Private Open Space as the latter does
not support POS forward of the building line;
• Domestic storage is needed and the garage is only just big enough to accommodate a B85
vehicle. Currently when compared to the Development Plan 10m3 is sought;
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•

•
•

No waste storage requirements for an RFB? Council policy is that no more than 10 bins can
be presented to the street and this was supported by the IMMCI (Design) Ministerial DPA.
There doesn’t appear to be such a policy in the Code;
PO35.2 states that provision is made for suitable external clothes drying facilities, however
there is not DTS/ DPF so what is considered suitable?;
No mention of the Aircraft Noise Exposure Forecast (ANEF) was referred to in the 76 pages
of relevant policy despite being located in the spatially applied overlay area (10 Fewings Ave,
Brooklyn Park).

4.2 Deemed to Satisfy - Double storey detached dwelling - General neighbourhood Zone
• The PDF version of the relevant policy amounts to 77 pages which is not consistent with the
aim of the Code to reduce policy;
• It appears that the only two considerations for an existing dwelling on an allotment is POS
and on-site car parking. Matters such as soft landscaping, setbacks and site coverage are not
considered but do impact amenity, character and liveability;
• It is appropriate to rely on SAPPA to determine public road, public road reserve or public
reserve widths?;
• DTS criteria for obscuring balconies relies on these widths to determine whether or not
obscuring is necessary. Survey plans with this level of detail are not normally provided as
part of an application. If a survey plan showing this detail is required, it should be made a
requirement of Schedule 8 - Plans;
• Detail that needs to be considered during a DTS assessment, includes:
o amount, minimum dimension and location of soft landscaping;
o tree/s retained or to be planted;
o overshadowing plan;
o waste bin storage dimensions, location and travel path to the street
This must be made a requirement of Schedule 8;
• DTS 18.1 outlook and amenity criteria refers to "living room" which is not a defined term.
Should this read "habitable room" which is defined? If not, the difference between the two
should be made clear;
• DTS 23.4, Car parking, access and manoeuvrability - states that vehicle access only needs to
be 0.5m away from ANY street furniture. A 0.5m setback between a crossover and
infrastructure such that bus stops is insufficient.;
• It appears that a detached dwelling (meeting the affordable housing criteria) can follow a
DTS assessment pathway even when it has a 20% smaller site area, no parking and 1
additional building level, this is not considered appropriate.
4.3 Performance assessed -Significant tree removal - Urban Corridor Zone
• PDF version of the relevant policy comes to 6 pages;
• Will require public notification unless deemed 'minor' (this is also the case for UC (Living),
(Business) zones);
• How is PO1.2 to be read? Is it and's or or's between each of the points? Noting this will
change the meaning;
• PO1.2, what is the difference between (a) and (f)?;
• There is limited policy in order to assess the appropriateness of the tree damaging activity.
The application assessed only had 2 relevant provisions.
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Performance assessed - Retail fuel outlet - Urban Corridor (Boulevard) Zone
• Retail fuel outlet and advertising do not have a list of relevant policies that apply to it.
• A PDF version of all the relevant policies that apply to that address is 169 pages, such that
the Code is not reducing policy;
• Advertising is not an option you can select when trying to obtain relevant policy for a type of
development;
• It is noted that a retail fuel outlet does not have a list of applicable policies for performance
assessed development anywhere in the Code. All relevant policy from the Code now
relevant;
• Given the prevalence of both retail fuel outlets and advertising type of development (and it
being listed as envisaged development 12 zones), a list of applicable policies should be
created and applicable across a number of zones;
• It is not clear at what point advertising as part of a retail fuel outlet, triggers an element of
development?
4.4 Performance assessed Child care facility in the General Neighbourhood Zone
• Pre-school is an envisaged land use but there is no option to refine the policies that apply to
this type of development in this zone. Assessors are required to consider a 163 page PDF
document. This is considered excessive given that it is an envisaged land use.
• No limits or indication was evident as to the scale of new pre-schools (i.e. floor areas,
number of children etc.);
• Limits do apply to expansion of existing pre-schools (zone PO1.7). Parts (a), (b) & (d) should
apply to all pre-schools;
• Generic 2 storey building height supported by PO 4.1. This suggests that a new pre-school
can be 2 storey but an extension to an existing one should only be 1. What is the reasoning
behind this?;
• What takes precedence when one PO states there should be a 3m side setback and another
says 0.9m? Referring to PO4.1 and 8.1 of the zone;
• Why do some setback PO's refer to dwellings when other refer to buildings? Boundary walls
and rear setbacks are seen as equally important to dwellings as they are to pre-schools, to
prevent determent to the amenity of existing dwellings.
4.5 Performance assessed - Battle-axe division in Established Neighbourhood Zone
• Council Administration is concerned that the character statement may not be enough to
prevent battle-axe subdivision to achieve an outcome consistent with the current
Development Plan. It would be useful to have something specific about them not be
supported in these statements.
• When an existing dwelling is to be retained, PO2.1 only considers the remaining POS and car
parking requirement. There are other issues such as setbacks, site coverage, soft
landscaping etc. that appear to be ignored?
• Council Administration has concerns that 10% dispensation to the site areas is allowed (DTS)
for the existing dwelling in a battle-axe division. The Courts have stated that a 7% variance is
manifestly unreasonable to be called minor. Given that battle-axe division is not currently
supported in these zones, a further reduction in site area is not considered appropriate.
• Council's Development Plan does not support walls built on the boundary greater than 14m
from the front boundary. The Code appears to allow boundary development 8m long and
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•

•

3.2m high as DTS. This is considered to have the potential to unnecessarily impact the
adjoining properties amenity.
Affordable housing overlay should not apply to battle-axe divisions, especially not in
Character or Historic overlay areas. Having no car parking but a requirement for a 3m wide
driveway does not make sense.
How do you use PO33.1 of the Design in Urban Areas module? If the proposal is not for
battle-axe development then we would have thought that this provision didn’t apply.
However, the DTS/ PDF for this provision refers to it not being a battle-axe development
and, therefore, does seem to apply to non-battle-axe type developments?

4.6 Performance assessed - 8 storey building in Urban Corridor Zone
• PO2.6 (URC Boulevard Zone) supports boundary development for the entire ground floor
and for 18m of the first floor. While this is seen as a concern between Urban Corridor Zones,
it will have a significant detrimental impact for those allotments abutting a neighbourhood
zone. This is further exacerbated by the minimum 3.5m floor to ceiling heights to allow for
flexibility for land uses. It is Council Administration's view that this PO should be amended to
not be relevant to those allotments abutting a neighbourhood zone. This will reinforce
PO4.1 which seeks a 30° plane from the zone boundary.
• Council Administration would like the public notification trigger be adjusted from 'adjacent'
to 'adjacent land'. The reasoning for this is twofold, the first being that 'adjacent' is not
defined and could lead to a variance in interpretations between councils and developers.
The second it that if a residential property is close enough to receive a notification letter due
to it being ‘adjacent land’, then the impact from the development should also be consider
significant enough for it to trigger notification in the first place.
• URC development has impacts other than floor area and building height that can
detrimentally impact a residential area. Matters such as noise, odour, light spill, operating
hours etc. should all be considered and have the potential to trigger public notification.
• Overlooking from buildings greater than 3 levels is an issue that is consistently and
constantly raised by our community. West Torrens has many situations where the URC zones
abut neighbourhood zones. Leaving aside the impact of potential overlooking above 3 levels
in height, Council Administration queries why no treatments are necessary for the first three
levels of these buildings given the potential for overlooking from these first 3 levels is no
different to that of a 3 level building.
• As raised at community consultation sessions held by DPTI, the West Torrens community is
very concerned with regard to overlooking from windows and balconies from levels higher
than 3 levels. Therefore, it is recommended that overlooking prevention measures such as
screens and obscured glazing be applied to those windows facing a neighbourhood zone
irrespective of their height.

5.0 General Feedback
5.1 Practice Direction (Site Contamination)
Council Administration has flagged that insufficient time was provided to review the Practice
Direction (Site Contamination) due to the concurrent consultation of the draft Code within a
condensed timeframe of 6 weeks.
Council Administration highlights the importance of ensuring that the Practice Direction is well
considered and enables adequate consideration of site contamination to occur during assessment.
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There is a great risk to the health and safety of the community if this is inadequately prepared and
doesn’t enable appropriate assessment of the matters and measures to be put in place.
The Local Government Association (LGA) has undertaken a thorough review of the Practice Direction
and it is seeking further clarification on a number of issues raised by the Practice Direction, such
clarification being welcomed by the City of West Torrens. Therefore, it is hoped that the issues
raised and the clarity sought in the LGA's submission is considered and responded to.

5.2 Community Consultation, Education and Testing
The following highlights concern with the consultation process and education of community as
below:
• Code consultation While a second round of consultation has been well received, as raised in Council's previous
consultation, it is not considered that the SPC's Community Engagement Charter has been
adequately met. The shortfalls are particularly evident in the iterative approach to releasing
the incomplete draft documents such as the public notification tables, with additional
information being drip fed, misinformation in pamphlets and often conflicting information
being given at different forums at both practitioner and community events.
•

Community education It is important that SPC provides more information and resources on planning policy for our
community e.g. fact sheets on new zones that provide adequate information for the
community to make informed submissions if they desire during consultation. It has been
unfortunate that at this point in time many events planned for community consultation in a
face to face forum have been postponed due to Covid-19 and, in retrospect, SPC should have
considered the impact and alternatives for such a scenario and what this may mean to the
timeframe to implement, as community engagement and consultation are key to this policy
reform.

•

Code testing Testing of the Code appears to be limited. Development assessment scenarios to date
provide a list of the relevant policy, however do not delve into an assessment of those
provisions. Administration is concerned that there will be many unintended consequences
when the Code goes live if adequate testing is not undertaken.

5.3 Definitions
Multiple Dwelling: currently defined within the Development Regulations 2008 as:
'means 1 dwelling occupied by more than 5 persons who live independently of one another and
share common facilities within that dwelling'
Its removal from the Code is of concern given that it provides for a form of accommodation that is
not picked up or anticipated under any other definitions.
Restaurant: The definition of restaurant is very basic. It does not capture takeaway restaurants (fish
and chips, etc.) and should include things like the preparation and selling of meals rather than how
and where the meals are consumed. The impact from a restaurant is derived from cooking and
waste, odour, traffic, noise from patrons and cars, deliveries etc. more so than the eating.
Retail fuel outlet: As it is currently defined in the Code, a retail fuel outlet will need to sell food,
drinks and other convenience goods in order to fit the definition, while other activities i.e. car
washing and trailer hire can also be involved but don’t have to be.
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It seems incongruous that an operation such as the Costco fuel outlet or outer metro 24/7 fuel
outlets would not fit this definition because they do not sell food and drinks. Council Administration
recommends that the retail fuel outlet definition be altered so that the sale of food stuff becomes
part of the list of secondary activities.
Private Open Space (POS)
POS is defined in the Administrative definitions as:

It is noted that the 1.8m minimum dimension is different to that described in Table1 - Private Open
Space below:

It is also noted that while the above table calls for POS to be located behind the building line, the
Definition does not state this. It is also noted that certain provision encourage the locating of POS
between the building line and front property boundary, such as PO 21.3:

It is noted that PO21.1 states that POS will animate the street frontage while the definition states
that POS has to be behind the building line.
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5.3.1 Additional Definitions
Definitions are sought for the following terms, given there is no ordinary meaning or their reference
within the draft Code creates confusion to the ordinary meaning:
Crown for tree pruning in line with recent
case law (the Corporation of the City of Unley
& ors (No 2) [2019] SAERDC 43 (13 December
2019)).
Interfere with
Licensed premises
Licensed entertainment premises
Research facility
Very low density
Hazardous materials
Controlled access road

Driveway
Access points
Crossover
Neighbouring properties
Function Centre
Unacceptable loss
Bedroom or room reasonably able to be used
as a bedroom
Transport system
Activity areas
Funeral Parlour

5.4 Off-Street Bicycle Parking
The Code has continued to only apply bicycle parking rates to Designated Areas. This is seen as a
missed opportunity and even more necessary under the new planning regime due to the general
reduction in car parking rates. While not seen as a direct replacement, the encouragement to reduce
vehicle ownership should go hand in hand with optimising other forms of transport. Bicycle parking
is once such way of encouraging this. Cyclists not only seek a convenient and safe path of travel but
also somewhere safe to store their bike whilst not in use. Bicycles can be worth as much as a car but
are much easier to steal.
It is recommended that a minimum provision for bicycle parking be applied everywhere that a
minimum provision for car parking is.

5.5 Council Assessment Panel Feedback to Council
Please see attachment 6.3 which provides advice from West Torrens Council Assessment Panel on a
range of development related concerns that have been raised with council on-going for a number a
years. The CAP raise that some of the outcomes that they are seeing are because of the lack of
strong design policy contained in West Torrens Development Plan currently, which is seen to be
reflected in the draft Code.

5.6 General Recommendation
It is Council's general recommendation that the draft Planning and Design Code not be formalised
until:
•
•

The State Planning Commission has engaged and formally responded to councils, addressing
errors, omissions and inconsistencies identified during the current and previous consultation
processes;
The draft Planning and Design Code be amended to respect the characteristics and identities
of different neighbourhoods, suburbs and precincts by ensuring that development policy
considers existing and desired future context of place;
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•

•

•

Community consultation occur on the public notification tables, giving due recognition to
the fundamental change between public notification and third party appeal rights under the
Development Act 1993 as distinctly different to the transition to the Planning, Development
and Infrastructure Act 2016
The Minister of Planning, in conjunction with local government undertakes a comprehensive
review of the cumulative impacts of infill development in South Australia to inform
evidence-based decision making about the capacity of identified infill areas to sustain
further growth and development, with a particular focus on the General Neighbourhood
Zone; and
The State Planning Commission works with local government to ensure that South
Australia's planning system reflects leading practice and that the Planning and Design Code
and associated instruments deliver quality planning and design outcomes that improve the
amenity, liveability and sustainability of communities.
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6.0 Attachments
6.1 Attachment One: West Torrens' Low Density Policy Areas compared to General Neighbourhood Zone

Test + Criteria

Policy Area 20

Policy Area 21

Test 1
The General Neighbourhood Zone will not be applied where either:
Test 1 (a)
Historic or Character area overlays
apply
Test 1 (b)

Not a Historic or Character Area- proceed to
next test

Not a Historic or Character Area- proceed to next test

Not gradient dependent- proceed to next test

Not gradient dependent- proceed to next test

Site dimensions are dependent on
land gradient
Both Policy Areas passed Test 1- proceed to next tests for further consideration of suitability within GNZ
Test 2
The General Neighbourhood Zone will be applied where (a), (b) and (c) are met.
The General Neighbourhood Zone will not be applied where (a), (b) and (c) are not met.
If 1-2 criteria are met, proceed to Test 3.
Test 2(a)
ResCode currently applies

Partially

Partially
E.g. not in Lockleys, Novar Gardens etc.
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E.g. not in West Richmond, Cowandilla,
Lockleys, Underdale etc.
Test 2(b)

Yes to site area. Frontage is less than 10m only
when located with 400m of a Centre Zone
(other than the Neighbourhood Centre Zone
on Marion Rd)

No - exception when sited within 400m of a centre
zone

Test 2(c)

Other anticipated dwellings:

Other anticipated dwellings:

Other dwellings types are
anticipated (row, group dwellings
and/or residential flat buildings)

Group dwelling only listed

Row dwelling and semi-detached dwelling only when
within 400m of a Centre Zone

Site dimensions for semi-detached
dwellings (or detached if ResCode
doesn’t apply) are less than
350m2/10m frontage

Neither Policy Areas passed Tests (a), (b) or (c) in totality. Rescode is not applicable in either Policy Area in its entirety.
The Policy Areas are unique in that they have a density bonus applied when located within 400m of a Centre Zone (excluding
Neighbourhood Centre Zone located on Marion Road), when applied this appears to enable parts of PA 20 to meet the criteria set for
General Neighbourhood Zone.
Neither PA seeks an array of dwelling types/form and the site areas are the same irrespective of dwelling type (e.g. no dispensation for
differing dwelling type as evidenced in other Development Plans). Policy is seeking a low density character that replaces detached
dwellings with same and no battleaxe development, preserving regular rectangular allotments with street frontage.
Test 3:
The General Neighbourhood Zone may be applied in the following circumstances
Test 3(a)
The current Development Plan
policy generally aligns with the
desired outcomes and policies of

No, policy provides as follows:
Development should not be undertaken
unless it is consistent with the desired
character for the policy area:

No, policy provides as follows: Development should
not be undertaken unless it is consistent with the
desired character for the policy area:
• This policy area will have a low density character.
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the General Neighbourhood Zone
(e.g. there are no unique
characteristics such as landscape
character areas, generous setbacks
sought); and/or

•

•

•

•

Allotments in the policy area will be at low
density, accommodating predominantly
detached dwellings and some other
dwellings types such as semi-detached
and group dwellings
Battleaxe subdivision will not occur in the
policy area to preserve a pattern of
rectangular allotments developed with
buildings that have a direct street
frontage.
Development will be interspersed with
landscaping, particularly behind the main
road frontage, to enhance the appearance
of buildings from the street
Low and open-style front fencing will
contribute to a sense of space between
buildings.

•
•

•

•

Development will predominantly involve the
replacement of detached dwellings with the same
(or buildings in the form of detached dwellings).
Battleaxe subdivision will not occur in the policy
area to preserve a pattern of rectangular
allotments developed with buildings that have a
direct street frontage.
Development will be interspersed with
landscaping, particularly behind the main road
frontage, to enhance the appearance of buildings
from the street as viewed by pedestrians
Low and open-style front fencing will contribute
to a sense of space between buildings

Front setbacks sought to be average of existing

Front setbacks sought to be average of
existing
Test 3(b)

DPTI data indicates:

DPTI data indicates:

There is high development
potential based on the condition of
housing stock in the area (e.g.
CV/SV generally <1.3,
predominance of 1950-70s housing
stock); and/or

CVSV mostly under 1.1 therefore high
development potential

CVSV mostly under 1.3 therefore reasonable
development potential

Test 3(c)

limited transport/centre connections

limited transport connections but generally only
within 400m buffer areas near centres
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The area is suited for infill having
regard to SPP 6.5 (e.g. in proximity
to public transport or activity
centres).
Following the third test, the PA's policy does not align with intent for General Neighbourhood Zone, the current zoning, specifically seeks
low density, predominately detached dwellings, with street frontage and seeks new development that observes existing setbacks and
pattern of development. The policy currently provides limited capacity for infill development, except when located within 400m of existing
centre zones.
From the housing stock data it could be concluded that PA 20 indicates a high development potential and PA 21 a reasonable development
potential, however this does not necessarily equate to increasing density and introducing built forms that differ from those currently
anticipated. Nor does age necessarily reflect condition of dwellings, more research is required.
The areas themselves provide limited transport and centre connections which would otherwise represent ideal suburban residential
locations.
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6.2 Attachment Two: TNV as taken from the Development Plan
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TABLE 1 - DEVELOPMENT PLAN TO PLANNING AND DESIGN CODE TRANSIT ION - CITY OF WEST TORRENS (STATUS AS OF 30/09/20)

Reference
No.

Current Development Plan
Zone / Policy Area

Proposed Planning and Design Code
Zone/Subzone (updated by PlanSA
as of 30 Sept 20)

TNV Capability by Zone*

1

•

Zone Split :
• Caravan and Tourist Park Zone
• Recreation Zone

Open Space Zone:
• Maximum building height

Open Space Zone
No maxim um building height stated in t he Deve lopment Plan.

Recreation Zone:
• No TNV's

The Objective of t his Zone as it relates to West Torrens is t hat it is coastal land protected from
development ot her t han that necessary for conservat ion, recreat ional activity and p ublic facilit ies.

Commonwealt h ~ac1lmes lone:
• No TNV' s
Employment Zone:

Max building height is 9.0 metres

2

•

3

4

•

Adelaide Shores Zone

Airtield Zone

•

Commonwealth Facilit ies Zone

Bulky Goods Zone

•

Employment Zone, Retail Activity Cent re
Sub-Zone

Coastal Marina Zone

•

Infrastructure (Ferry and Marina
Facilities) Zone+ Coastal Areas Over lay

West Torrens TNVs to be applied at this Location

* list ofTNV' s subject to change

•

M inim um / maximu m building
heights - t his TNV has been
added to some locations in Phase
3 to complement th e existing
bu ilding envelope policy

Infrastructure (Ferry and Marina
Facilities Zone:
•

Finished Ground and Floor Levels

Query:
Will there be TNV for floor area in t he Retail Activity Centre subzone
•

Will there be setback TNV from public road s in the Retail Activit y Subzone

FFL TNV from Development Plan :
13 Development including associated roads and parking areas, other than minor structures unlikely to be
adversely affected by flooding, should be protected from sea level rise by ensur ing all ofthe following
apply:
(a) site levels are at least 3.30 metres Australian Height Datum
(b) building floor levels are at least 3.55 metres Australfan Height Datum
(c) there are practica l measures available to protect the development against an additional sea level r ise
of 0.7 metres, p lus an allowance to accommodate land subsidence until the year 2100 at t he site.

15 Over water d evelopment other than boat berthing and servicing facilities, ancill ary walkways and
channel markers should have a floor area of at least 4.25 metres AHO to provide protection for coastal
flooding to the year 2100 .

Query:

5

6

•

Coastal Open Space Zone

Commercial Zone:
•
•
•

Arterial Roads Policy Area 1
District Commercial Policy
Area 2
Local Commercial Policy Area

3
•

Office Par k Policy Area 4

•

Open Space Zone+ Coastal Areas
Over lay

Open Space Zone:
• Maximum b uilding height

•

All Employment Zone

Employment Zone:
•

Minimum/ maximu m building
heights - t his TNV has been
added to some locations in Phase
3 to complement the existing
bu ilding envelope policy

Will t here be TNV for f loor area in the Infrast ructure {F+M) Facilities Zone?
Will t here be a subzone to reflect marinas w ith both residential and no residential ?
No maximum building height stated in the Development Plan . The Objective o f this Zone as it relates to
West Torrens is that it is coast al land p rotect ed from develop ment other t han that necessary for
conservation, recreat ional activity and p ublic facilit ies.
5 Residential development should predominantly take the form of either (a), (b) or (c) below:
(a) residential f lat build ing up to three storeys in height
(b) row dwell ing up to three storeys in height
(c) dwelling above a community facility, consulting room, office or bulky goods outlet.
Precinct specific p rovisions:
Precinct 1 Intersection:
15 Development shou ld measure between two storeys (8.5 metres) and three storeys (12.5
metres) in height where the site fronts the primary arterial road intersection.
Buildin height captured in Concept Plan Map/3a, Concept Plan Map/3b and Concept Plan Map/3c
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Reference
No.

Current Dev elopment Plan
Zone / Policy Area

Proposed Planning and Design Code
Zone/Subzone (updated by PlanSA
as of 30 Sept 20}

TNV Capability by Zone*

West Torrens TNVs t o be applied at this Location

*list of TNV's subject to change
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Reference
No.

Current Development Plan
Zone / Policy Area

Proposed Planning and Design Code
Zone/Subzone (updated by PlanSA
as of 30 Sept 20}

TNV Capability by Zone *

West Torrens TNVs to be applied at this Location

* list of TN V's subject to change
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Precinct 2 Richmond Road:

23 Development should not exceed three storeys (12.5 metres) in height except in areas where
(a) or (b) applies:
(a) development on the north side of Richmond Road between Railway Terrace and the
prolongation of Farnham Road should measure between two storeys (8.5 metres) and three
store s 12.5 metres in hei ht
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Reference
No.

Current Dev elopment Plan
Zone / Policy Area

Proposed Planning and Design Code
Zone/Subzone (updated by PlanSA
as of 30 Sept 20}

TNV Capability by Zone*

West Torrens TNVs t o be applied at this Location

*list of TNV's subject to change
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Reference
No.

Current Dev elopment Plan
Zone / Policy Area

Proposed Planning and Design Code
Zone/Subzone (updated by PlanSA
as of 30 Sept 20}

TNV Capability by Zone*

West Torrens TNVs t o be applied at this Location

*list of TNV's subject to change
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Reference
No.

Current Development Plan
Zone / Policy Area

Proposed Planning and Design Code
Zone/Subzone (updated by PlanSA
as of 30 Sept 20}

TNV Capability by Zone *

West Torrens TNVs to be applied at this Location

*list of TN V's subject to change
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Precinct 3: Sir Donald Bradman Drive (Mile End)
Residential developments in the form of two and three st orey residential flat buildings o r dwellings
above office and consulting room developments are envisaged in the area west of the South Road
intersection.
Development facing Sir Donald Brad man Drive and South Road w ill be of high quality and well
landscaped. Large scale development up to three storeys is envisaged east of the South Road
Intersection, reducing to smaller sca le development west of the intersection.
28 Residential development in the area west of the South Road intersection shou ld be in the form of
either a two to three storey resident ial flat bui lding or a dwelling above an office or consult ing room.
32 Except where non-residential development adjoins a residential zone boundary, development

should not exceed three storeys (12.S metres) in height.
33 Non-residential development adjoining a residential zone boundary shou ld not exceed two
storeys (8.5 metres) in height.
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Reference

Current Development Plan

No.

Zone / Policy Area

Proposed Planning and Design Code
Zone/Subzone (updated by PlanSA

TNV Capability by Zone *

West Torrens TNVs to be applied at this Location

* list of TN V's subject to change

as of 30 Sept 20}
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Precinct 4 : South Road (Keswick)
Development will be one and two storeys in height and designed to complement the residential
character of adjoining suburbs.
40 Development should not exceed two storeys (8.5 metres) i n height.
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Reference
No.

Current Dev elopment Plan
Zone / Policy Area

Proposed Planning and Design Code
Zone/Subzone (updated by PlanSA
as of 30 Sept 20}

TNV Capability by Zone*

West Torrens TNVs t o be applied at this Location

* list of TN V's subject to change
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Precinct 5: South Road (Mile End)
Development will be one and two storeys in height, and establish in existing buildings or in buildings
which complement the character of the Edwardian buildings in the area.
48 Development should not exceed two storeys (8.5 metres) i n height.
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Reference
No.

Current Dev elopment Plan
Zone / Policy Area

Proposed Planning and Design Code
Zone/Subzone (updated by PlanSA
as of 30 Sept 20}

TNV Capability by Zone*

West Torrens TNVs t o be applied at this Location

*list of TNV's subject to change
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Precinct 6: South Road (Mile End South)
55 Development should not exceed three storeys (12.5 met res) in height .
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Reference
No.

Current Development Plan
Zone/ Policy Area

Proposed Planning and Design Code
Zone/Subzone (updated by PlanSA

TNV Capability by Zone*

West Torrens TNVs to be applied at this Location

*listofTNV's subject to change

as of 30 Sept 20)
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Concept Plan Map WeTo/8
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•

District Commercial Policy Area 2:

•

Loca l Commercial Policy Area 3:

•

Office Pa rk Policy Area 4:
Silent on building height in Development Plan- default of 2 building levels would not be in keeping
with existing built form- can this remain being silent.

Query:
•
Can a TNV be added for setback from roads for particular sites, in line with the West Torrens
Development Plan where it doesn't align with existing setback requirements captured by the
metropolitan road widening?
•
Is a subzone needed for West Torrens Commercial Zone Office Park Policy Area 4?
7

•
•

Community Zone
Community Zone+
Recreation Policy Area 5

•
•

Community Facilities Zone
Recreation Zone

Community Facilities Zone:
•

No TNV's

Recreation Zone:
•

8

District Centre Zone:

•

Suburban Activity Centre Zone

No TNV's

Suburban Activity Centre Zone:
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Reference

Current Dev elopment Plan

Proposed Planning and Design Code

TNV Capability by Zone *

No.

Zone / Policy Area

Zone/Subzone (updated by PlanSA

*list of TN V's subject to change

West Torrens TNVs to be applied at this Location

as of 30 Sept 20}
•
•

•

Brickworks Policy Area 6
Kurralta Park Policy Area 7

M inimum/ maximum bui lding
heights

6 Buildings should be primarily o ne to th ree storeys in height, except buildings includi ng residential land
uses and landmark structures which should be to higher heights of five to six store•1s

19 Chimneys or exhaust flues associated w ith commercial development should term inate at a height at
least 3 metres higher than t he h ighest build ing structure within a 30 metre rad ius.
•
Ku rralt a Park Policy Area 7
6 DtJvtJlvfJ111tJ11l sl 1vulu 11vl tJXvtJt:0 l111tJtJ ::;lv 1tJy::; (12.G 11 1tJl1t::;) i11 litJiyl1l.
7 Non-resid ential devel opment adjacent to Mortimer Street and Warwick Avenue should not exceed two
storeys (8.5 metres) in height.

9

Industry Zone:
•
Infrastructure Policy Area 8
•
Netley Pol icy Area 9
• Mixed Use Policy Area 10

Zone Split:
• Infrastructure Zone
• Strategic Employment Zone
• Strategic Employm ent Zone

10

•

Loca l Centre Zone

•

Local Activity Centre Zone

11

•

Neighbourhood Centre Zone

•

Suburban Activity Centre Zone

Infrastructure Zone
• No TNV's
Strategic Employment Zone
•
No TNV's
Local Activity Centre Zone:
Maximum building height (up to
•
2 levels)
Suburban Activity Centre Zone:
•
M inimum/ maximum bui lding
heights

7 Development shoul d not exceed two storeys (8.5 metres) in height.

Hilton Policy Area 11

3 A dwelling or residentia l flat building should not exceed three storeys (12.5 metres) in height.

4Development should occur in accordance with Concept Plan Map WeTo/19 - Hilton
Neighbourhood Centre and in particular:
(a) the area marked 'Retail Core' should:
(i) contain the major retail tenancy of a supermarket together with speciality shops and personal
service establishments
(ii) not contain large scale bulky goods outlets
(iii) not exceed three storeys (12.5 metres) in height where a building faces onto Sir Donald
Bradman Drive.
(b) the area marked 'Civic/Community' should:
(i) contain the civic centre, offices, library, meeting hall and other community and administrative
faci lities
(ii) except for residential development, measure between two storeys (8.5 metres) and five
storeys (20.5 metres) in height where a building faces onto Sir Donald Bradman Drive
(iii) not accommodate car parking spaces between a bui ld ing and Sir Donald Bradman Dr ive.

c) the area marked 'Office/Commercial' should:
(i) contain office and commercial buildings which complement the shop, service facilities and
community components of the 'Retail Core' and 'Civic/Community Areas '. Medium density
residential development, bulky goods outlets, restaurants and limited other shops which retail
food and convenience goods and personal service establishments should occur within this area
(ii) except for residential development, not exceed three storeys (12.5 metres) in height where
buildings face onto Sir Donald Bradman Drive.
(d) not accommodate off-street vehicle parking areas between a building and Sir Donald
Bradman Drive.
5 Non-residential development, which does not face Sir Donald Bradman Drive, should not
exceed two storeys (8.5 metres) in height .

12
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Reference
No.

Current Development Plan
Zone / Policy Area

Proposed Planning and Design Code
Zone/Subzone (updated by PlanSA

TNV Capability by Zone*

West Torrens TNVs to be applied at this Location

*list of TN V's s ubject to change

as of 30 Sept 20}
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Marleston Policy Area 12

3 Residential development should be in the form of:
(a) residential f lat buildings and row dwellings which measure between two and three s to reys in

height
(bl dwellings above a non-residential land use.
6

Development sholid be deslgnect in accoo:lance willl Ille fal<M'lng parameters:
location

Maximum number of storeys and maximum

vertical wall height
Non-residential development where the site adjoins a two sta-eys and 6.5 meues

residential zone

Development elsewhere in tJie policy area

three mreys and 12.5 metres

Navar Gardens Policy Area 13

Bl
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Reference

Current Development Plan

Proposed Planning and Design Code

TNV Capability by Zone *

No.

Zone / Policy Area

Zone/Subzone (updated by PlanSA
as of 30 Sept 20}

* list of TN V's subject to change

W est Torrens TNVs to be applied at this Location

4(b) development should not exceed two storeys (8.5 metres) in height
Richmond PolicJl Area 14

5 (d) should not exceed two st oreys (8.5 metres) in height
TennJlson Policll Area 15

4 (d) not exceed two storeys ( 12 metres) in height.
Thebarton Poli!:ll Area 16

12

•

13

Residential Zone:
Medium Density Policy Area
18
Medium Density Policy Area
19
• Low Density Policy Area 20
• Low Density Policy Area 21
Ashford Character Policy Area
22
Cowandilla
/ Mile End West
•
Character Policy Area 23
• Glandore Character Policy
Area 24
• Lockleys Character Policy
Area 25
• Navar Gardens Charact er
Pol icy Area 26
• Thebarton Character Policy
Area 27
Torrensville
Character Policy
•
Area 28
• Elston Street Character Policy
Area 29
• M ile End Conservat ion Policy
Area 30
• Richmond Conservation
Policy Area 31
• Rose Street Conservation
Policy Area 32
Torrensville East
Conservation Policy Area 33

•
•

.

.

Upen Space Zone

•

Open ~pace Lone

Zone split as follows:
Housing Diversity Neighbourhood Zone
• Housing Diversity Neighbourhood Zone
• General Neighbourhood Zone
Suburban Neighbourhood Zone/
General Neighbourhood Zone (400m
around centres)
Established Neighbourhood Zone
• Established Neighbourhood Zone
• Established Neighbourhood Zone
• Established Neighbourhood Zone
• Established Neighbourhood Zone
• Established Neighbourhood Zone
• Established Neighbourhood Zone
• Established Neighbourhood Zone
Established Neighbourhood Zone

•
•

.

•
•
•

Established Neighbourhood Zone
Established Neighbourhood Zone

Open Space Zone:
• Maximum building height
General Neighbourhood Zone:
No TNV' s

•

Suburban Neighbourhood Zone
• M inimum sit e area/ frontage
w idth
• Maximum building height (low
rise)
Housing Diversity Neighbourhood
Zone:
• Maximum building height (2-3
building levels)
• M inimum sit e area / front age
(within the defi nition of medi um
density)
Established Neighbourhood Zone
• Minimum sit e area/ front age
w idth
• Maximum building height (levels)
• Maximum site coverage
• Side boundary setbacks

Residential Zone, M edium Densitr_ Potier_ Area 18
Site areas
Dwelling type
M in Site Area
250m 2
Detached
Semi-detached
200m2
RFB
150m2 (ave)
Row
150m2
Group Dwelling
150m2

Min front age

9m
9m
15m (w hole building)
Sm
7m

Building height

• Allotments bounded by Holbrooks Road, Garden Terrace and t he River Torrens in Underdale: four
st oreys or 16.5 metres.
• Allotments bounded by Anzac Highway, Morphet t Road and Cromer St reet in Camden Park : four
storeys or 16.S metres
• Allotments in Ashford (other than those adjacent t o Residential Character Ashford Policy Area 22): four
st oreys or 16.5 metres
• All other allot ments: three storeys or 12.5 metres
Site coverage

• Maxi mum 70%
Residential Zone, M edium Densit1t. Polic1t. Area 19

Site areas
Dwelling type

Min Site Area

M in frontage

Detached (>400 from
centre zone)

270m

2

9m

Detached (<400 from
centre zone)

250m2

9m

semi-detached (>400
from cent re zon e)
semi-detached (<400
from centre zon e)

270m2

9m

200m2

9m

Resi Flat Building

270m2 (ave)

15m (whole bui lding)

Resi Flat Bui lding
(<400 from centre
zone)

150m2

15m (whole bui lding)

Row d w elling (>400
from cent re zone)

270m

(>400 from cent re
zone)

14

2

Sm
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Reference
No.

Current Development Plan
Zone / Policy Area

Proposed Planning and Design Code
Zone/Subzone (updated by PlanSA

TNV Capability by Zone*
*list of TN V's subject to change

West Torrens TNVs to be applied at this Location

as of 30 Sept 20)
Row dwelling (<400
from centre zone)
Group dwelling (>400
from centre zone)
Group dwelling (<400
from centre zone)

150m2

9m

270m2

7m

150m2

9m

***Shape file showing relevant areas attached to email***

Building height
• Allotments fronting Brooker Tee, Marion Rd and Henley Beach Rd w ill be up to 3 storeys.
• All other allotments will be up to two storeys
Site coverage
• Maximum 60"/4

Residential Zone, Low Density Policy Area 20
Proposed to transition to General Neighbourhood Zone. Query based on e~isting Development
Plan policy around density, and envisaged dwelling typology why t his has been selected as most
appropriate t ransit ion to Development Plan. More aligned w ith Suburban Neighbourhood Zone.

Residential Zone, Low Density Policy Area 21
Site areas
Dwelling type
Min Site Area
Detached
Semi-detached
RFB
Row
Group Dwelling

420m2
420m2
Nil ***
Nil ***
Nil * **

Min frontage
12m
12m
Nil ***
Nil ***
Nil ***

***our current policy does not list minimum site areas for RFB's, group and row dwellings
because they are not supported. Our po licy is quite strong in t his regard. It is considered t hat
t he established neighbourhood zone does not have significant strength to prevent these types
of dwellings and not list a minim um site area and frontage is likely to encourage developers to
build t hese types of dwellings. ***

Building height
• Maximum 2 storeys

Residential Zone, Ashford Character Policy Area 22
Building height
•
Single storey
Side setback
•
1.0 m setback when wall is 3.0m o r less
•
2.0m setback when wall is 3-6.0m in height
•
2.0m + plus an additional setback which is equal to the increase in wa ll height above 6
metres setback when wall is greater than 6.0m in height

15
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Reference

Current Development Plan

Proposed Planning and Design Code

No.

Zone / Policy Area

Zone/Subzone (updated by PlanSA

TNV Capability by Zone *
*list of TN V's subject to change

West Torrens TNVs to be applied at this Location

as of 30 Sept 20)
Secondary Street boundary Setback
2.0m where wall height 3.0m or less in height
• 3.0m where wall exceeds 3.0m in height

•

Residential Zone, CowandillaLMile End West Character Polic'f. Area 23
Site areas
M in site area east of Bagot Ave= 270m 2
Min site area west of Bagot Ave= 340m2
Building height
• Single storey
Side setback

•
•
•

1.0 m setback when wall is 3.0m or less
2.0m setback when wall is 3· 6.0m in height
2.0m + plus an additional setback which is equal to the increase in wall height above 6
metres setback when wall is greater than 6.0m in height

Secondary Street boundary Setback
• 2.0m where wall height 3.0m or less in height

•

3.0m where wall exceeds 3.0m in height

Residential Zone, Glandore Character Policy_Area 24
Building height
• Single storey
Side setback

•

•
•

1.0 m setback when wall is 3.0m or less
2.0m setback when wall is 3-6.0m in height
2.0m + plus an additional setback which is equal to the increase in wall height above 6
metres setback when wall is great er than 6.0m in height

Secondary Street boundary Setback
2.0m where wall height 3.0m or less in height
• 3.0m where wall exceeds 3.0m in height

•

Residential Zone, Lockle'l_s Character Polic'l. Area 25
Building height
• Single storey
Side setback
• 1.0 m setback when wall is 3.0m or less

•

•

2.0m setback when wall is 3-6.0m in height
2.0m + plus an additional setback which is equal to the increase in wall height above 6
metres setback when wall is greater than 6.0m in height
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Reference

Current Dev elopment Plan

Proposed Planning and Design Code

No.

Zone / Policy Area

Zone/Subzone (updated by PlanSA

TNV Capability by Zone *
*list of TN V's subject to change

West Torrens TNVs to be applied at this Location

as of 30 Sept 20)
Secondary Street boundary Set back
2.0m where wall height 3.0m or less in height
• 3.0m where wall exceeds 3.0m in height

•

Residential Zone, No var Gardens Character Polic't_ Area 26
Building height
• Single storey
Side setback
• 1.0 m setback when wall is 3.0m or less

•
•

2.0m setback when wall is 3-6.0m in height
2.0m + plus an additional setback which is equal to the increase in wall height above 6
metres setback when wall is greater than 6.0m in height

Secondary St reet boundary Setback
• 2.0m where wall height 3.0m or less in height
3.0m where wall exceeds 3.0m in height

•

Residential Zone, Thebarton Character Polic't_ Area 27
Site areas
Min site area= 270m 2
Building height
• Single storey
Side setback

•
•
•

1.0 m setback when wall is 3.0m or less
2.0m setback when wall is 3-6.0m in height
2.0m + plus an additional setback which is equal to the increase in wall height above 6
metres setback when wall is greater than 6.0m in height

Secondary Street boundary Setback
2.0m where wall height 3.0m or less in height
3.0m where wall exceeds 3.0m in height

•
•

Residential Zone, Torrensvil/e Character Area 28
Site areas
M in site area= 340m2
Building height
• Single storey
Side setback
• 1.0 m set back when wall is 3.0m or less

•

•

2.0m setback when wall is 3-6.0m in height
2.0m + plus an additional setback which is equal to the increase in wall height above 6
metres setback when wall is greater than 6.0m in height
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Reference

Current Development Plan

Proposed Planning and Design Code

No.

Zone / Policy Area

Zone/Subzone (updated by PlanSA

TNV Capability by Zone *
*list of TN V's subject to change

West Torrens TNVs to be applied at this Location

as of 30 Sept 20)
Secondary Street boundary Setback
2.0m where wall height 3.0m or less in height
• 3.0m where wall exceeds 3.0m in height

•

Residential Zone, Elston St Conservation Policy_ Area 29
Building height
• Single storey
Side setback
• 1.0 m setback when wall is 3.0m or less

•
•

2.0m setback when wall is 3-6.0m in height
2.0m + plus an additional setback which is equal to the increase in wall height above 6
metres setback when wall is greater than 6.0m in height

Secondary Street boundary Setback
• 2.0m where wall height 3.0m or less in height
3.0m where wall exceeds 3.0m in height

•

Residential Zone, Mile End Conservation Policy_Area 30
Building height
• Single storey
Side setback
1.0 m setback when wall is 3.0m or less
2.0m setback when wall is 3-6.0m in height

•
•
•

2.0m + plus an additional setback which is equal to the increase in wall height above 6
metres setback when wall is great er than 6.0m in height

Secondary Street boundary Setback
2.0m where wall height 3.0m or less in height

•
•

3.0m where wall exceeds 3.0m in height
Residential Zone, Richmond Conservation Polic¥_Area 31
Building height
• Single storey
Side setback

•
•
•

1.0 m setback when wall is 3.0m or less
2.0m setback when wall is 3-6.0m in height
2.0m + plus an additional setback which is equal to the increase in wall height above 6
metres setback when wall is greater than 6.0m in height

Secondary Street boundary Setback
• 2.0m where wall height 3.0m or less in height

•

3.0m where wall exceeds 3.0m in height

Residential Zone, Rose Street Conservation Policy_Area 32
Building height
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Reference
No.

Current Dev elopment Plan
Zone / Policy Area

Proposed Planning and Design Code
Zone/Subzone (updated by PlanSA
as of 30 Sept 20}

TNV Capability by Zone*

West Torrens TNVs t o be applied at this Location

* list of TN V's subject to change

• Single storey

Side setback
•
1.0 m setback when wall is 3.0m or less
•
2.0m setback when wall is 3-6.0m in height
•
2.0m + plus an additional setback which is equal to the increase in wall height above 6
metres setback when wall is sreat er than 6.0m in heisht
Secondary Street boundary Setback
•
2.0m where wall height 3.0m or less in height
•
3.0m where wall exceeds 3.0m in height
Residential Zone. Torrensville East Conservation Policy Area 33
Building height
• Single st orey
Side setback
•
1.0 m setback when wall is 3.0m or less
•
2.0m setback when wall is 3-6.0m in height
•
2.0m + plus an additional setback which is equal to the increase in wall height above 6
metres setback when wall is great er t han 6.0m in height
Secondary Street boundary Setback
•
2.0m where w all height 3.0m or less in height
•
3.0m where wall exceeds 3.0m in height

14

•

Urban Core Zone

•

Urban Neighbour hood Zone

Urban Neighbou rhood Zone, M ain
Street Sub-Zo ne:
•
M in/ max build ing heights
(range 3-10 leve ls)
•

Concept Plan Map WeTo/26 M o rphet tville Racecou rse to be
t ransit ioned over t o t he Code

Building height
Desired Character- Transition Area
Buildings i n t he Transition Area will front the public streetscape, have a maximum height of 4 storeys and
respond to the context, scale and intensity of existing development in the vicinity.
Building Height
18 Except where airpon building heighi resilictions prevail, bl.ilding heighis (exctudilg any rooftop locaied
mechanical plant or equ~t) ShOuld be consistent with lhe foUONing parameters:

Designated area

Mininum building height

Maxinum building height

Core Area

4 storey.;

12 storeys and up to 48.5 metres

Troroition ATea

2 storey

4 storeys and up to 16.S metr=

I
I
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Reference
No.

Current Development Plan
Zone / Policy Area

Proposed Planning and Design Code
Zone/Subzone (updated by PlanSA

TNV Capability by Zone*

West Torrens TNVs to be applied at this Location

"list ofTNV's subject to change

111111

as of 30 Sept 20)
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Maximll'll buiktng h eiglt (storeys)
TransitionArea

Urban Core Zone 8oundaty
. . . . . . . Ow-e.Joprnent Pf.an Boundary
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~ CoreArea
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Right-in Only
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Bus Stop ~ndented of-road)
Mike T..turBikeway

•••••+

Potential Pede--...trian/Cycle Acce--~

-

TramLine

i = i P<>tenti31 Future Tram Stop

15

Urban Corridor Zone:
•
•
•
•

Boulevard Policy Area 34
High Street Policy Area 35
Transit Living Policy Area 36
Business Pol icy Area 37

Zone split as fol lows:
• Urban Corridor (Bou I evard) Zone
• Urban Corridor (Main Street) Zone
• Urban Corridor (Living) Zone
• Urban Corridor (Business) Zone

Urban Corridor Zone (x 4):
• Min/ max building heights
(levels and metres)
• Building Envelope
• Minimum Primary Street Setback

0

"'

100

,so

200

250

m

A

Concept Plan Map WeTo/26
MORPHETTVILLE RACECOURSE

Urban C-Orridor {BoulevotdJ Zone

BUILDING ENVELOPE
Building height

• Allotments on adjacent land to Residential Character Glandore Policy Area 24 (between Anzac
Hwy, South Rd and Beckman Street and allotments between Syme Street and South Road: 3

storeys and 12.5 metres
• All other allotments:~ storeys and up to 32.5
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Reference
No.

Current Development Plan
Zone / Policy Area

Proposed Planning and Design Code
Zone/Subzone (updated by PlanSA
as of 30 Sept 20)

TNV Capability by Zone•

West Torrens TNVs to be applied at this Location

• list of TNV' .subject to change

14 Building(,) on land that is directly adj a cent to or facing the Adelaide Parkland, should be a minimum
height of 4 storeys.

Interface Hrirbt Proxi>iom
15 Any portion of a development above two storeys (B met res) in height should be constructed within a
building envelope provided by a 30 degree plane measured from a point 3 metres above natural ground

level at the z.one boundary (except where this boundary is a primary road frontage), as illustrated in
Figure 1, unless it is demonstrated that the proposed development minimises interface impacts including
from building massing, overshadowing and overlooking with adjoining residential development:

f igure 1
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Minimum Primary Street Setback:
Setbacks from Road Frontages
17 Buildngs (excl udi ne verandahs. porti cos and tho I i ke} shoold be set back from the primary road

froolage in accordance with the following parameters:
Policy area

Miniroom setback from the primary
road frontage where rt is Port Road,
Anzac Highway, Richmond Road or
Henley Beach Road

Boulevard Policy Area 34

No minimum at Port Road
3 moves at Anzac Highway

High Street Policy Area 35

No mirin'klm

Minimum setback from the
primary road frontage in all
other cases
2 metres
2 metres

Transit Living Policy Area 36 3 metres

3 metres

Business Policy Area 37

3 metres

3 metres

Urban '9uidoc (Ma;n Str:cctl Znnc
BUILDING ENVELOPE

Building height
• Allotments west of Marion Road: 3 storeys and up to 12.5 metres
• Allotments between South Road and Marion Road: 4 storeys and up to 16.5 metres
• All allotments east of South Road: 6 storeys and up to 24. 5 metres
14 Building(,) on land that is directly adj a cent to or facing the Adelaide Parkland, should be a minimum
height of 4 storeys.
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Reference
No.

Current Development Plan
Zone / Policy Area

Proposed Planning and Design Code
Zone/Subzone (updated by PlanSA
as of 30 Sept 20)

TNV Capability by Zone•

West Torrens TNVs to be applied at this Location

• list of TNV' .subject to change

Interface Height Provisions
15 Any portion of a development above two storeys (B metres) in height should be constructed within a
building envelope provided by a 30 degree plane measured from a point 3 metres above natural ground
level at the z.one boundary (except where this boundary is a primary road frontage), as illustrated in
Figure 1, unless it is demonstrated that the proposed development minimises interface impacts including
from building massing, overshadowing and overlooking with adjoining residential development:
Figure 1
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Minimum Primary Street Setback:
Setbacks from Road Frontages

17 Buikings (excl uding verandahs. por t i cos and t he I i ke) shoold be set back frorn the primary road
frontage in accordanoe with the following parameters:

Policy area

Miniroom setback from the primary
road frontage where rt is Port Road,
Anzac Highway, Richmond Road or
Henley Beach Road

Minimum setback from the
primary road frontage in all
other cases

Boulevard Policy Area 34

No minimum at Port Road
3 moves at Anzac Highway

2 metres

High Street Policy Area 35

No mirin'klm

2 metres

Transit Living Policy Area 36 3 metres

3 metres

Business Policy Area 37

3 metres

3 metres

Urban Corridor (Lirinql lone
BUILDING ENVELOPE

Building height
• Allotments adjoining Henley Beach Road west of Marion Road: 3 storeys and up to 12.5
metres
• Allotments adjoining Henley Beach Road east of Marion Road: 4 storeys and up to 16.5
metres
• All other allotments: 6 storevs and uo to 24.5 metres
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Reference
No.

Current Development Plan
Zone / Policy Area

Proposed Planning and Design Code
Zone/Subzone (updated by PlanSA
as of 30 Sept 20)

TNV Capability by Zone•

West Torrens TNVs to be applied at this Location

• list of TNV' .subject to change

14 Building(,) on land that is directly adj a cent to or facing the Adelaide Parkland, should be a minimum
height of 4 storeys.
Interface Height Provisions
15 Any portion of a development above two storeys (B met res) in height should be constructed within a
building envelope provided by a 30 degree plane measured from a point 3 metres above natural ground
I eve I at the z.one boundary (except where this boundary is a primary road frontage), as ii lustrated in
Figure 1, unless it is demonstrated that the proposed development minimises interface impacts including
from building massing, overshadowing and overlooking with adjoining residential development:

f igure 1
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Minimum Primary Street Setback:
Setbacks from Road Frontages
17 Buikings (e:xcl udi ng verandahs. porti cos and tho I i ke} shoold be set back from the primary road

frontage in accordance with the following parameters:

Policy area

Minimum setback from Che primary
road frontage where it is Port Road,
Anzac Highway, Richmond Road or

Mininum setback from the

primary road frontage in -all
other cases

Henley Beach Road

Boulevard Policy Area 34

No minim1111 at Port Road
3 metres at Anzac Highway

2 metres

High Street Policy Area 35

Nomirin1.1m

2 metres

Transit Living Policy Area 36 3 metres

3metres

Business Policy Area 37

3metres

3 metres

Urban Co"idor (Business t Zone
BUILDING ENVELOPE

Building height
6 storeys and up to 24.5 metres
14 Building(,) on land that is directly adj a cent to or facing the Adelaide Parkland, should be a minimum
height of 4 storeys.
Interface Height Provisions
15 Any portion of a development above two storeys (B met res) in height should be constructed within a
building envelope provided by a 30 degree plane measured from a point 3 metres above natural ground

level at the z.one boundary (except where this boundary is a primary road frontage), as illustrated in
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Reference
No.

Current Development Plan
Zone / Policy Area

Proposed Planning and Design Code
Zone/Subzone (updated by PlanSA
as of 30 Sept 20)

TNV Capability by Zone•

West Torrens TNVs to be applied at this Location

• list of TNV' .subject to change

Figure 1, unless it is demonstrated that the proposed development minimises interface impacts including
from building massing, overshadowing and overlooking with adjoining residential development:
Figure 1
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Minimum Primary Street Setback:
Setbacks from Road Frontages
17 Buikings (excl uding verandahs. por t i cos and t he I i ke) shOUlld be set back from the primary rood
frontage in accordance with the following parameters:
Minimum selback from the primary
road frontage where it is Port Road,

Policy area

16

•

Urban Renewal Zone

•

Minimum setback from the

primary road frontage in all

Anzac Highway, Richmond Road or
Henley Beach Road

other cases

Boulevard Policy Area 34

No miRlnl>l1 at Port Road
3 meb'es at Anzac Highway

2 metres

High Street Policy Area 35

No minim.Im

2 metres

Transit Living Policy Area 36 3 metres

3 metres

Business Policy Area 37

3metres

Urban Renewa I Neighbourhood Zone,

Urban Renewal Neighbourhood

Mixed Use Transition Policy Area 38

Zone:

Dwellir1g type

Min Site Area

Min frontage

•

Maxim um building height (level,

250m'

9m

•

Concept Plan 97 -u nderdal e
Urban Renewa I Neighbourhood

Detached outside of
Concept pl an
WeT o/25 area
Semi-detached
outside of Concept
olan WeTo/25 area
Row dwelling outside
of Concept plan
WeT o/25 area
Group dwelling
outside of Concept
olan WeTo/25 area

200m'

8m

150m'

5m

150m'

9m

and metres)

Site areas
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Reference
No.

Current Development Plan
Zone / Policy Area

Proposed Planning and Design Code
Zone/Subzone (updated by PlanSA
as of 30 Sept 20)

TNV Capability by Zone•

West Torrens TNVs to be applied at this Location

• list of TNV' .subject to change
Resi fl at bui Iding
outside of Concept
plan WeTo/25 area
Detached in Concept
olan WeTo/25 area
Semi-detached in
Concept pl an
WeT o/25 area
Row dwelling in
Concept pl an
WeT o/25 area
Group dwelling in
Concept pl an
WeT o/25 area
Resi fl at bui Iding in
Concept pl an
WeT o/25 area

150m'

9m

200m'

9m

150m'

8m

150m'

5m

80m'

9m

80m'

9m

Building height
• Development near the centre of the zone in between Sher riff Street and Hardys Road and
north of Wilford Avenue, wi II be up to 3 storeys
• Development should be up to 2 storeys elsewhere

Building Setback
Setbacks from the Side Boundary

23 Wallsof dwellings and residential flat buildings set back from tile side boundary should be designed in
accordance with the following:
Wall height
(meas,.ed from natural gromd level)

Minimtm setback from side boundaries
except if tt is a boundary wall
(metres)

For arr,; portion of tile wall less than or equal to 3 metres

1

For any portion of the wall greater than 3 metres

2

Front Setbacks

24 Dwellings and residential flat buildings (exctll<ing verandas, portioos ar.d tile like) should be set back
frorn rood frontages in accordance with the following parameters:

MinirrMJm setback

Value

(metres)

From the primary road frontage of an

artelial rooo

8 or the average at MY existing dwellings on any adjoining
allotments with the same pnmary trontnge (or, nthere is
orly one such dwelling, the setback of that dwelling)

From the primary frontage of Ashley street

5

ar.d Hardys Road

I
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Reference
No.

Current Development Plan
Zone / Policy Area

Proposed Planning and Design Code
Zone/Subzone (updated by PlanSA
as of 30 Sept 20)

TNV Capability by Zone•

West Torrens TNVs to be applied at this Location

• list of TNV' .subject to change

Value

Minimum setback

(metres)

From the primary road frontage of all other
roods

3 or the average of any existing dweUings on any adjoining
allotments with the same primary frontage (where there is
only one such dwelling, the se11lacl< of that dwelling) c, a
lesser setback is provided as part of an approved blilding
envelope plan

1.5 where the allotment is located adjacent to a public
reserve greater tharn 2000 square metres and the River
Torrens Linear Park, the dwelling faces that reserve and
vehicle access is provided to the rear of the allotment
From a secondary road frootage that is an
arterial road

8 or the average of any existing d'A-elli.ngs on any adjoining
allotments with the same primary frontage (or, if there is
only one such dwelling, the se11lacl< of that dwelling)

Minimum setback to a secondary road
frontage that is not an arterial rood

0.9

Setbacks from Rear Bo undaries

25 The wails of dwellings and residential flat buikfings should be set back from rear boundaries, except
where the rear boundary adjoins an access way, in accorOOnce with the following parameters:

Allotment size
(square metres)
"300

Seoond storey
minimun setback
(metres)

Third storey or more

minilTM.lm setback
(metres)
2

5

S plus any increase in wall

Groood floor

minimum setback
(metres)

height ever 6 metres
>300

26

4

6

6 plus arry increase in wafJ
height ever 6 metres
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E><tract from current Transition Map showing proposed zoning in City of West Torrens:
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6.3 Attachment One: Council Assessment Panel Letter High lighting Development Trends
Council

Item 17.9 - Attaciment 3

Mayor Coxon
City of West Torrens
Hilton SA 5033

1 December 2020

Dea r Mayor Coxon
Th e City of West Torrens Council Assessment Panel {CAP) provide Council w ith an Annual Report on
its activities each year and is scheduled to provide Council with its 2020 Annual Report in January
2021. I write to you regarding the Planning and Design Code {Phase Three) currently on public
consultat ion until 18 December 2020 so Council may consider CAP's observations on development
trends and policy adlice in Counci l's submission to the State Planning Comm ission on the Draft
Planning and Design Code.
Th e issues CAP have been facing over the past five years still prevail: reduction in green canopy in
the Council area and inadequate compensation for the removal of significant and regulated trees,
combined with insufficient landscaping and increased paved areas in medium density developments
are having an adverse effect on the City of West Torrens and metropolitan Adelaide in general.
Coupled with increa;ed crossovers, reduced on street parking and removal of street trees, th e
streetscape is changing to its detriment in many areas zoned for medi um density residential housing.
The strong Deemed fo Satisfy provisions in the Planning and Design Code originally proposed hzve
been watered down in t he latest version of the Draft Planning and Design Code so that there will be
very little cha nge to the current system, which has caused the increase in heat island effect and the
decimation of good design out comes and amenity within th e Council area.
Deemed To Satisfy provisions in the Planning and Design Code should not be reduced so that a
decision by a re levant aut hority may approve a minor variation, which could have significa nt
ramifications on t he amenity of the locality and t he community at la rge. They should remain a strict
sta ndard by which development which complies can be assured approva l. If it doesn't comply, then
Performance Assessment gives Council's Administratio n the opportunity t o negot iate a better
outcome, as t hey do now.
If the current proposa ls are tran slated into Phase Three of the Code, a Code Amendment w ould take
some three years to effect necessary changes and the issues currently faced will only increase. In
addition, the change wou ld apply to t he zone(s) across the State and would be far more complex.
Th e above Items have been cited repeatedly by the CAP over the past years and, despite t he staff' s
best endeavours, the general trend is downward and to the detriment of the City. This is due to the
lack of st rong design policy in th e Development Plan, which is now reflected in the Draft Plan ni~
an d Design Code.
Every effort should be made to increase the prot ection afforded by good design principles by
ensuring their inclusion in t he Planning and Design Code and to uphold and implement the
provisions of t he 30-Year Plan for Greater Adelaide.

1 of 3

8 December 2020
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Item 17.9 - Attochm cnt 3

Council

I have also enclosed policy advice the CAP provided to Council in its 2019Annual Report w hich
cont inues t o remain very relevant t oday. If you wish t o discuss a ny of th e above matters with me
please contact me on

You rs Sincerely

Colleen Du n n
Presiding Member
City of West Torrens Council Assessment Panel

2 of 3
8 December 2020
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